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Abstract 
Contemporary crisis literature often returns to [in]famous and extraordinary cases 
with a recurring conclusion of how ill-irrational human factors lead to disastrous 
escalation. I argue in every crisis observed, there are human traits and paradoxes 
visible that commit itself to survival that can help us to explain how and why 
escalation occur. To enable escalation we inevitably construct realities to define aims 
to solve the crisis. Still if these realities can be inherently viewed as illusionistic they 
are inevitable and inherent to our mental states. So far there is a lacuna about how 
actors embody the experience of everyday life and crisis as such. Lately, management  
literature starts to appreciate how rationality often begins with irrational impulses, but 
also how crisis is socially materialized that involves how escalation builds up. Finally, 
how it is incorporated into our cognitive frames that constitutes reality. From an 
embodied perspective, this thesis aims to answer two questions, how does escalation 
occur and why do we escalate? Based on data from 2016, present thesis conducted an 
in-depth case study to explore an impromptu rescue mission on Everest. Method used 
was a video ethnography of 120 video clips that was analyzed through grounded 
theory. Specifically targeting verbal and non-verbal communication between 
members which is referred as a study of embodied cognition. Findings show how we 
tend to thinking from previous patterns from previous events. Emotions and 
embodiment are influential but equally important in the process, emotions are 
communicated that commit actions that shapes the events to become alive. Why it 
accomplishes is through constant reframing. I argue that our cognitive frame is a 
fabrication and that the embodiment helps us to revise the reality and emotions. The 
constant revision is accomplished since our interpretation is intimately connected to 
the existing fabric that also determines the emotional state. I finally propose a concept 
that illustrate how the fabrication process goes in loops. The conclusion of this thesis 
suggests emotions as prominent when and how we experience the world, the 
embodied dimensions are highly influential and important which not only triggers but 
airborne the mental cognition by making the reality come “alive”.  
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The case 

In the spring of 2016, a research team member studying Extreme Environments was 
sent out to collect data on Everest. During summit push, expedition members in 
Everest base camp (hereafter EBC) became unexpectedly surprised by the urgent 
events, when a team fellow who soloed Everest without oxygen was found to arrive 
unusually late to camp three (hereafter C3). Soon after arriving to C3, as he was 
sitting alone, he developed a potentially life threating condition called high altitude 
pulmonary edema (hereafter HAPE). Without the possibility to treat himself with 
oxygen and no help within reach, fear grew that his condition would worsen to a 
certain death. With only a radio in hand and poor ability to reach other team members 
on the mountain, the EBC team was left alone to figure out how to help the climber. 
Conversations and intense commitments were in detail recorded with video and 
observations during the whole course until finally he received help the following 
morning. The whole operation stretched over eight hours. The day after revealed how 
greatly memory and perception of the situation differed. Climber around him and the 
climber himself claimed he was out of danger while those in EBC tried to explain 
their worries. Question raised, what happened? Did the EBC team get it wrong? And 
how could it possibly be interpreted so wrong? As if there were two entire different 
realities existing of the same case. What happened became a mystery.      
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Introduction 
In his bestselling book `Into thin Air´, Jon Krakauer retells his accounts on Everest 
1996 when a storm surprised a group of climbers that escalated to eight casualties 
(Krakauer, 1997). However, from a rather stiff academic point of view, the story has 
been criticized for its diversity of memories and interpretation to be regarded as 
scientifically reliable (Elmes & Frame, 2008). Criticisms of this static nature have 
obscured the idea how reality is constantly under revision and construction. Beside 
Krakauer’s accounts, academic revisits to disasters unravel how multiple realities 
build up. For instance, Weick (1993)’s investigation on Mann Gulch disasters 
describe how a group of fireman framed they were fighting a “10 o’clock” fire, thus, 
mistook it as an easy job that in the end killed them. Further, Cornelissen et al. (2014) 
study on the Stockwell shooting in London showed how an entire police force were 
able to create a reality of chasing a terrorist who actually was a normal citizen 
catching his train. In order to understand how escalation is accomplished, previous 
effort indicates to investigate how realities and believes are constructed as central to 
understand the trajectory of actions. Therefore, the overarching idea with this thesis is 
to explore how we construct reality and specifically in the event of a crisis.  
 
Whether it is a mountain or modern organization, crisis will occur in both instances 
(Hannah, Uhl-Bien, Avolio, & Cavarretta, 2009). Therefore, contemporary crisis 
studies are mostly grounded to contribute with the knowledge to manage or prevent a 
crisis, mostly by study what caused the crisis itself (Perrow, 1984). The not 
uncommon conclusion, with all rights, points to the irrational side of human behavior 
(e.i. Cornelissen et al., 2014; Tempest, Starkey, & Ennew, 2007; Weick, 1993). 
Ironically, taken that raison d'etre to study crises, previous studies end up with two 
interrelated shortcomings. First, the tendency to just conclude that our irrational 
behavior as a factor. Second, consequently little interest or insight how we contribute 
to a digressive escalation. It leaves us with a fundamental lacuna to understand first 
how escalation occurs and further why escalation even occurs. To respond to these 
shortcomings two central core stones are identified. First irrationality, what has just 
been a side kicker to explain disasters and how it contributes constructing reality (e.i. 
Cornelissen et al., 2014; Weick, 1993). Research has lately acknowledged emotions 
as an important dimension that influences the way we think, hot cognition (Smith, 
Haynes, Lazarus, & Pope, 1993). Therefore, the present thesis use sensemaking, a 
cognitive theoretical lens to interpret the data. Sensemaking as lately evolved over to 
the embodied and emotional dimensions of cognition that is in need for further 
exploration (Liu & Maitlis, 2014; Maitlis & Christianson, 2014). Second, regarding 
the physical relevance on Everest, it becomes suitable to emphasize materiality. More 
specifically pay attention to details regarding how we make sense and feel for its 
more extreme environmental (physical) and physiological implementation to a 
climber’s health. With video ethnography, I analyzed 120 video clips since they 
allowed me to study the embodied cognition (Gylfe, Franck, Lebaron, & Mantere, 
2016) which emphasize body movement, emotions and gesticulation. Given the 
dataset’s rare opportunity, I have empirically investigated what usually has been 
retrospectively investigated with retold accounts, reports, narratives from literature 
and archives (Cornelissen et al., 2014; Weick, 1990, 1993). The contribution with 
present study was to explain how we construct and escalate but also synthesize the 
embodied dimensions in theorizing. 
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Purpose and Research Question 
With a new concept to explain why and how crises escalate the purpose of this thesis 
is to link how embodied and cognitive processes is involved in reality framing and 
how it contributes to escalation. The purpose centers around how escalation is 
accomplished which my research questions sought to bring answers.   
 
RQ1: how does escalation occur? This research question has a more of a descriptive 
nature based on individual experiences that are presented in the finding section (See p 
18). The mechanism behind why it escalates leads to the second research question.  
RQ2: Why do we escalate? Which has an explaining nature and is answered by 
conceptualizing the findings with previous studies in the discussion section (see p 34).      
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Theoretical Background 
 

What Exists and What is Real? A Brief Introduction 
The question of what is real usually belongs to the philosophical domains, and mostly 
concerns about understand of what are true beliefs. Broadly speaking in 
organizational studies, the issue concerns whether organizations exist in objective or 
socially constructed environments, as opposed enacted realities (Tierney, 1987). Due 
to the aims of the present paper to explain how we contribute to escalation, the topic 
of what we believe as real becomes central. An elaboration upon the subject would 
have two purposes. First, outline the dual perspectives of the concept. Second, clarify 
the ontological and epistemological landmarks of reality for this thesis regarding 
methodology. A distinction between the different ideas on reality is indicative how I 
methodologically treat them in my analysis (see method section p. 14). 
 
According to Fine (2005), our relation to our perception of reality is rather tricky 
because what is real is rather unclear. In general, they can be distinguished as 
subjective and objective realities (Ritchie, 1982). The first, distinct itself based on 
experience and what we feel, for instance seeing unicorns may be real for a moment. 
Ideas may also be real giving reality another abstraction level (Ritchie, 1982). The 
boundary of being more imaginary, therefore, can be accepted as a reality. Objective 
reality can be the physical or external events that play out independent from human 
perceptions (Ritchie, 1982). From this point of view, realities are treated as two 
philosophical dichotomous classifications that are divided by our human involvement. 
Reality could be spoken as consisting of different states creating different grounds to 
our beliefs of reality. Connecting to the crisis theme and subjective view, events must 
be experienced as a crisis. Philosophically, human are the agents who create, shape 
and drive the events by giving it an intrinsic nature through filling the subjective 
space of reality. This is done by bringing entities to existence through meaning. Thus, 
our reality perception becomes more fluid since it can be a revision. A purely 
objective idea of reality would not be possible since human perceptions will always 
be involved, especially true as a researcher interpreting the data. I chose to 
understand reality as based on a physical environment and thus, I argue that they 
simultaneously exist through our ideas about their meaning which is presented in the 
shared surface in figure 1. 

!
Figure 1. Different realities 
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A Few Basic Words on Cognition in Sensemaking 
Before go any further into various branches of the sensemaking theory, I begin this 
section by describing the basic features of the concept. The early ideas developed by 
Karl Weick excels from the cognitive ideas in [social]psychology. It is a common 
understanding of a schematic world consisting of labeled items that fit into suitable 
representations and categories that are easily accessible as we navigate through our 
everyday life. Ultimately it is the mental scaffold of our world (Cornelissen et al., 
2014). The logic becomes, the cognitive frame determines the framing of what we 
regard and believe is real. Therefore, the cognitive frame divides the subjective and 
objective realities (discussed on page three). The term cognition becomes a central 
subject to understand the on-going construction (Maitlis & Sonenshein, 2010). 
Sensemaking is what takes place when we discover irregularity, something novel, 
unclear, unknown that challenge our existing cognitive frame (Weick, 1995). We 
start asking ourselves what is going on here, what is the story? It is the process of 
extracting cues from the environment and enact upon them to create an understanding 
of the unknown (Weick, 1995). It acts as a springboard for action and decision 
direction (Weick, Sutcliffe, & Obstfeld, 2005). however, we don’t act perfectly but 
with a plausibility (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014). Since sensemaking is based on 
previous cognitive schemes it could be understood as a retrospective process by 
looking back on previous understandings, thus history is important. From Weick 
(1988) it is the enactment itself that construct the crisis and studies have shown 
emotions as prominent to influence the sensemaking process (Cornelissen et al., 
2014; Liu & Maitlis, 2014; Weick, 1993). As Weick (1988, p. 306) outline enactment 
in relation to reality: It is a self-fulfilling prophesy, contains commitment, a 
retrospective process and it is socially shared and processed information. Reality 
could then be understood in philosophical terms as constructed or enacted. Enactment 
thus becomes central. As Weick writes “The term 'enactment' is used to preserve the 
central point that when people act, they bring events and structures into existence and 
set them in motion” (Weick, 1988, p. 307).  

Sensemaking Framing Crises 
This study draws from the sensemaking literature that is well represented in the crisis 
literature. Previous studies on sensemaking have studied failed sensegiving by leaders 
during fire arousal (Weick, 1993), Tenerife disaster (Weick, 1990), mountaineering 
disaster (Kayes, 2004). Bluntly speaking, there could be two categories of crisis 
literature in this field, the early concerning sensemaking in a greater systems and 
components (Weick, 1988, 1990) and later studies on human behavior as a 
component itself in a system (Cornelissen et al., 2014; Kayes, 2004; Weick, 1993). 
Thus, there is a macro and micro perspective, the latter I take by study the details of 
human behavior in the process and especially from a sensemaking perspective (Liu & 
Maitlis, 2014). Sensemaking under pressurized circumstances requires a sensemaking 
that instantly results in abilities to cope with the environment (Cornelissen et al., 
2014). Highly reliable organizations are complex organizations that are risky but are 
designed to manage the inherent risks (Perrow, 1984). They are complex in the sense 
that it necessary engage many interacting components making it sensitive for break 
down (Perrow, 1984). The line between change and crisis is thin but the distinction 
lays when an event becomes too overwhelming to handle (Maitlis & Sonenshein, 
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2010) these can, in particular, occur in settings that are strongly marginalized, like 
Everest. Thus, in this kind of settings, a small, discrete and minuscule deviation can 
result in great damage (Hällgren, 2007). Everest has received a lot of attention in 
crisis literature for its notorious events, that rolled out 1996 (Hällgren, 2007, 2010; 
Kayes, 2004, 2005; Tempest et al., 2007) making it not an unknown context in 
academia.  
 
Studies linked to reality framing are Cornelissen et al. (2014) who studied the 
Stockwell shooting in London 7/7 2005 who sought to understand how an entire 
police force was able to hunt and kill an innocent man. Their findings show how 
socio-materiality induced emotions that were further fused into the collective frame 
that convinced all actors that they were hunting a terrorist (see page 9 for more 
details). Other famous studies are Mann gulch disaster where Weick (1993) identified 
two contributing factor that killed a team of firefighters. First, the fire was framed as 
a “10 o’clock” fire, meaning an easy job. In consequence, it created an ignorance to 
interpret the cues coming from the environment telling that the fire was bigger than 
they thought. Second, the lack of trust on their new leader who had extensive local 
knowledge, failed to provide sensegiving to run up the hills that had a fire corridor 
established. Those who decided to go their own way without their leader fell to a 
death trap, and those followed survived. Both studies concern how cognitive frames 
were “erroneously” re-framed creating human blind spots. Stockwell shooting as I 
will go through later in the embodied section (see p. 9) illustrates how the re-framing 
constantly took place as it escalated.         
 
Further, the level of felt unexpectedness could be linked to previous experience 
(Jacobsson & Hällgren, 2016). Meaning an individual with previous experience has a 
better chance to cope because they have a better developed cognitive frame that 
assists them to recognize necessary details constituting the events. Kayes (2004) 
studied how the level of sensemaking was inhibited by replacing independence 
through learning with strong authorial structures to explain how climbers failed to see 
changes in weather conditions during the 1996 crisis on Everest. However, 
unexpected events can initiate impromptu teams. With minimal preparation, 
procedure, tools nor formal decision makers nearby, by their own initiative teams can 
be formulated to perform an unplanned task (Jacobsson & Hällgren, 2016). 
Importantly, this is a particular and interesting constellation that surprisingly is 
thrown into circumstances that force them to form swiftly cognitive framings in order 
to survive. Thus, I would suggest cognitive re-framing occurs swiftly in these types 
of social entities.  

Materiality: Socio-materiality and Ecological Sensemaking 
Lately, to understand how reality is being made, materiality as emerged in 
management literature (Orlikowski & Scott, 2008; Whiteman & Cooper, 2011) as an 
avenue to seek understanding how human behavior is affected by materiality from its 
surrounding [i.e. organizations or in nature]. I will present and emphasize two papers 
on materiality that are connected to the sensemaking literature. Ecological 
sensemaking (Whiteman & Cooper, 2011) who particularly study the link between 
sensemaking and the physical surrounding it take place. And from the study of the 
Stockwell shooting by Cornelissen et al. (2014) who combine embodied sensemaking 
and materiality to understand how collective cognitive frames were influenced by the 
process of “materialized” cues. From here on I will use the term socio-materiality 
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when referring to materiality, my reasons are explained further. Studies on materiality 
should be carefully understood ontologically since they tend to differ. I begin framing 
the understanding of socio-materiality in recent (upcoming) studies as “a move away 
from focusing on how technologies influence humans, to examining how materiality 
is intrinsic to everyday activities and relations” (Orlikowski & Scott, 2008, p. 455). 
They further develop their idea of how to understand the coupling between items 
[objects] and human: 
 
“In other words, entities (whether humans or technologies) have no inherent 
properties, but acquire form, attributes, and capabilities through their 
interpenetration. This is a relational ontology that presumes the social and the 
material are inherently inseparable” (Orlikowski & Scott, 2008, pp. 455-456) 
 
Thus, it becomes important to recognize the understanding of how items and humans 
are connected intimately according to an interpretation which is a materialization 
process. It brings the existence of an item to a reality because they are given a 
meaning that is socially tied to a process. Connecting these ideas to sensemaking, a 
material is the cues that are made sense of turning it to socio-material. It suggests 
moving away from what is “raw data” to what it means when conducting research. 
The next two papers that follows are based on two true stories but with two key 
different ontological positioning. 

Ecological Sensemaking: The [Socio-]Materiality of the Environment 
The story of ecological sensemaking begins when a researcher went out to the 
subarctic areas to conduct ethnographical research. While walking along a path she 
unexpectedly slipped on “black ice” and fell into a river that almost cost her life. By 
her guide, she was lifted up from the strong river current. The insights from the 
experience became a link between learning the environment and survival. The logic is 
that the level om embeddedness is determined how well a person can interpret the 
environment which in turn determines by how well a person can survive in the area. 
They further suggest that the complexity of the environment determines the 
possibility to survive. Previous studies show that individuals with long exposure time 
in a particular environment setting have a better chance to do interpretations of the 
changes in an environment. Connected to embodied experience [cognition], shortly 
after she went into the water, she describes in her field note “I was hip-high in water 
and being pulled by the river. At that point, I knew real fear. The current was starting 
to pull me away from the rocks, closer to the rapids.” (Whiteman & Cooper, 2011, p. 
896). With her emotions clearly displayed, there is an obvious link between the 
described experience when she discovered the strong forces of nature as she was 
pulled away. However, the analysis stops here without further detail on how she 
made sense of it. As she was dragged up by her guide she was introduced to what to 
do, as she noticed she paid close attention to here guide. The authors conclude that 
sensemaking is transferred or mediated between them as she was watching her guides 
action and movement, the guide became a necessary source for sensemaking. 
Therefore, in order to make sense it was also socially tied to the guide as a sensegiver. 
Their study continues on to reinvestigate Mann Gulch disaster (Weick, 1993). 
Relevant findings were not only about natural elements but the knowledge over the 
landscape as such suggesting where to move, cross path and shortcuts. Ecological 
sensemaking is the use of topography map as well that was scarcely visible in Weick 
(1993)'s analysis according to Whiteman and Cooper (2011). Mann Gulch disaster 
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could also be the viewed in light of embeddedness, the team of firefighters had low 
experience while their leader had more experience of the landscape that is considered 
as a key factor for his survival and not others (Weick, 1993).   

Stockwell Shooting, Embodied Socio-materialization 
Whiteman and Cooper (2011)’s implications on future research concerned how cues 
are mediated were later addressed by Cornelissen et al. (2014). Their approach closes 
down on Orlikowski and Scott (2008)’s thoughts by studying the social process of 
materialization rather than assuming what already is. As they write “the world does 
not present itself directly in its raw form” (Cornelissen et al., 2014, p. 699), meaning 
the world requires processing. A thought that strongly relies on engaging the 
cognitive schematic process, thus, a study that pays close attention to the process how 
it is made sense of. Their paper is based on the case of how a full-scale police force 
operation was able to hunt down and kill an innocent citizen named Jean Charles De 
Menezes (hereafter JCM) asking how can things go so terribly wrong?  
 
I will retell the story in short with key features that are summarized in table 1.1 on 
page 9. Two weeks after the bombings in London 7/7 2005, the police force had one 
suspect still on the chase. They had located a house which they believed hosted the 
terrorist. The plan was to stay outside undercover and wait until the suspect came out. 
It would allow the law enforcement to make a surprise operation to minimize the risk 
of violent resistance. Police had from the previous bombing activated professional 
code mentioned as the krato protocol that meant the ability to permanently eliminate 
the terrorist. It functioned as a construction to the whole operation procedure that 
triggered the “framing” what the police were hunting, a very dangerous man. A 
young man with the same expected attributes (dark hair and darker skin, similar age) 
stepped outside. He carried a backpack suspiciously containing a bomb and was 
heading to the Stockwell railway station. As he left the building he was closely 
watched by the teams. The recording from radio showed conversations saying 
“Acting in a wary manner and appearing nervous” that was extracted cues how JCM 
was walking and looking around himself. Interpretations by the law enforcement 
were as if he was looking around to see if he wasn’t followed. This was further 
reinforcing the suspicions that JCM may have a plan to commit a terror act. Two 
officers were later driving past him for a further physical inspection saying over radio 
“possible identical” referring to his Mongolian look. It reinforced the belief that this 
is the guy, still if they noticed actual deviating appearance from the real suspect 
photos. It built up a tension who they were dealing with. They soon recognized him 
as “very very jumpy”. By saying “very very” indicates an exaggeration driven by 
emotions that amplify the interpretations on JCM behavior. Further, they soon 
noticed him taking the bus that was directed to the Stockwell railway station, tensions 
build up since during this time masses of people entered the station making it a 
suitable time to cause maximum damage for a terrorist. With distressed voices, police 
officers report to the command central “Are you getting all this?” responding with a 
repeating “yes yes yes” confirming that added to the pressure. JCM jumps off the bus 
and starts running, the truth was that he was about to be late for his train. But the 
police officers interpreted this action as his realizing that he was being followed and 
soon about to be contained by the police. The order went out “stop him” and “State 
red” meaning take any means to stop him including terminate him. The operation 
team was lagging behind causing even more stress. From this point, the collective 
framing was completed convincing everyone in the police force that this is the 
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terrorist about to execute an evil plan. Officers were following him down to the train 
and as they got him, JMC made a hasty movement that was interpreted as a violent 
gesture to potentially reach for something to defend himself or to detonate the bomb 
that he was potentially carrying. The officers instinctively reach for their guns and 
gunned him down right where he was sitting. One officer said in retrospect memory 
“he is going to detonate”.   
 
Table 1.1 a few key samples of materialization and emotion found by Cornelissen et 
al. (2014) 
 
MESSAGES 
[COMMUNICATION] 

CUES  MATERIALIZATION  INDUCED 
EMOTION 

ACTION 

“ACTING IN A WARY 
MANNER AND 
APPEARING 
NERVOUS” 

Acting 
“wary” and 
seem to be 
“nervous”. 

Not being relaxed, 
reinforced suspicion 

on the suspect 

Confirm the 
fear it was 
the right 
suspect 

approaching 
his target. 

Proceed 
pursue  

DRIVING BY 
INSPECTION: 

“POSSIBLE 
IDENTICAL” 

Had similar 
physical 
attribute, 

“Mongolian 
look” 

The suspect had 
matched 

representations of the 
cognitive scheme of 

“their suspect” 

Reinforced 
fear 

amplifies 
the belief it 

was the 
right 

suspect. 

Pursue 

“VERY VERY 
JUMPY” 

Had looked 
around in a 
hasty way 

That he was “jumpy” 
nervous, it is also 
retold in a nervous 
why “very very” 

There was a reason he 
was jumpy 

Distress 
driven by 

the fear that 
acts as an 

amplifier of 
what is 
about to 

“happen” 

Decision 
Stop him 
it is the 
suspect 

“ARE YOU GETTING 
ALL THIS?” “YES 

YES YES”.. 

Interpreting 
the 

colleagues 
distressed 
voice tone. 

Realize its 
seriousness. 

Anxious  
Anger 
Stress 

 

“STOP HIM” He moves 
to the train 
station and 

quickly 

It is the suspect Fear strong 
distress 

“Stop”: 
eliminate 
suspect. 

“STATE RED” Start 
running to 
the train, 
[probably 

late] 

Noticed that he is 
being followed 

Fear and 
strong 
distress 

Armed 
violence 

is 
approved  
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“HE IS GOING TO 
DETONATE” 

Aggressive 
moves 

He tries to flee from 
the armed forces or 

reach his bomb trigger  

Fear and 
strong 
distress 

Killed 
the 

suspect 

 
 
 Their analysis reveals how intimately cognitive schemas (frames) and interpretation 
process are connected to what is “real”. How the framing translates ordinary actions 
of an ordinary citizen walking down to the train to interpret them as a terrorist who is 
about to execute an evil plan.. First, they emphasize how communication can affect 
the emotional state by others since messages in themselves are an orchestra of many 
components including, emotions. Second, their study illustrates how we create socio-
materiality that is later communicated that change the cognitive framing of “what is 
going on here”. They conclude that socio-materiality has three forms: the 
circumstances actors exist in, body gestures and other physical appearances, and 
material that was available (video, pictures, ammunition). Emotions are transferable 
through communication that is easily digested by others that ultimately can reframe 
the cognitive scheme of the world, thus an understanding of “what is going on”. The 
bottom line becomes: the cognitive frame(ing) itself affects how we interpret events 
and how they unfold that contribute to escalation building. However, they do so by 
“only” describe the relationship how emotions as one unit influence the interpretation 
as a second unit. Cognitive schemes that make up the frame of the world is shown 
unstable that becomes easily influenced by others but emotions also follow the same 
patterns suggesting them tightly connected.  
 

Hot Cognitions: Emotions and Embodied Cognition 
Except for Cornelissen et al., contribution I have so far introduced a pure cognitive 
view on reality framing. A second component to enrich our understanding how we 
see the world is through embodiment and emotions.   
 
Various studies reveal how the irrational side takes significant proportions as events 
unfold; strategic meetings (Liu & Maitlis, 2014), sentimentally preserving dead 
organizations (Walsh & Bartunek, 2011), accidentally killing an innocent suspect 
(Cornelissen et al., 2014) and the phenomenon when victims emotional attach to their 
perpetrators, Stockholm syndrome (McKenzie, 2004). Thus, it becomes surprising 
that so few suggest emotions as natural and important. Yet, emotions are often 
associated with the binary of rationality and irrationality, the former rewarded above 
the other (Dougherty & Drumheller, 2006). In result, emotions have been displaced 
as an epiphenomenon in many theories (Loewenstein, Weber, Hsee, & Welch, 2001), 
something scholars now attempts to incorporate as a new layer in theorizing (Maitlis, 
Vogus, & Lawrence, 2013). Since the embodied dimension is new in research it is 
easily to confuse its boarders. First it must be clarified that in sensemaking literature 
it is labeled as embodied sensemaking which I treat as a synonym to embodied 
cognition (Gylfe et al., 2016). Second, there are two streams in the body of 
knowledge concerning embodied sensemaking. The first who only speaks about 
emotions (Cornelissen et al., 2014; Liu & Maitlis, 2014; Maitlis, Vogus, & Lawrence, 
2013) and the second which explores the embodiment (Cunliffe & Coupland, 2012) 
who targets the embodied experiences of the world. I will comprehend both, I suggest 
emotions as an embodied experience and that we can embodied other emotional state 
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by empathy and compassion. It can later be translated into bodily expression which 
describing the reality. 
 
We know there are both positive and negative emotions and they bring different 
impulses. Emotions could be the feeling of being; glad, sad, anger, fear, anxiety and 
excited. Negative emotions will most likely be prioritized to take actions than 
positive according to Barsade (2002). From a biological point of view in psychology 
studies, emotions are reflexive and involuntarily in nature (Öhman et al., 2001), it’s 
an arousal from stimuli in the autonomic nervous system that produce an emotion (i.e. 
anger etc) (Weick, 1995; Öhman et al., 2001). Due to its automatic inducement, they 
are designed to operate beyond our consciousness. Emotions as an evolutionary 
survival instinct act as an intuitive system to support danger detection (Öhman et al., 
2001). Even in its most ambiguous circumstances we can detect minuscule things that 
still lays up stream of events which is referred as gut feelings (Turner, Gray, Barton, 
& Sutcliffe, 2009). Further, clinical studies support interchanged emotions with 
mirror neurons (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014) that enable us to identify other’s 
emotional state (Öhman et al., 2001) and what intentions a person may have 
(Cornelissen et al., 2014). Put it in a context, the ability to read facial expression to 
understand another human being (Öhman et al., 2001) has shown to play a key role in 
studies on the Stockwell shooting. The automatic recognition of facial expression and 
body movement was recognized in Cornelissen et al. (2014) study. Their study 
revealed how the police force interpreted the perpetrator’s body gesture as “jumpy” 
to be materialized as “nervous to commit a terrorist act”. They further elaborated on 
the emotional influences to the interpretations as “contagious”. The process was 
described as an incorporation to individual cognitive frame that later was transferred 
to a larger collective conviction that they were actually dealing with a terrorist 
(Cornelissen et al., 2014). They also argued that it amplified the sensation of reality 
that they were chasing a terrorist, thus, emotions made the sensation of reality as very 
real. Liu and Maitlis (2014) found in their study how displayed emotions affected 
they way employees were cooperating. Negative emotions showed to lower the 
engagement and positive had a positive effect in peoples engagement in projects. 
Their findings suggest how displayed emotions itself are social since they are shared. 
Lately, it is considered as an embodied shared experience. For instance, a study on 
rugby teams described how we are embodied embedded to a surrounding atmosphere 
that we make sense of (Cunliffe & Coupland, 2012).  
 
Still, if emotions are shown to be highly influential, a frequent criticism to the 
sensemaking corpus is its early orientation as purely cognitive (Maitlis & 
Christianson, 2014). Therefore, very discursive in nature when describing the lived 
life of others when conducting research. Despite the given importance of emotions in 
the sensemaking process, little has been explicitly written, thus, it is considered as a 
promising area to bring research forward (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014; Maitlis et al., 
2013). Connect emotions to sensemaking they are necessary to attach us to the 
dynamic present. To approach the nature between ”emotion and sensemaking are 
often intimately and intricately connected” (Maitlis et al., 2013, p. 224). Emotion is 
what there is when we experience a disturbing abruption of what we expect (Weick, 
1995). The latest development as reached to a point to label it as “embodied cognition” 
(Gylfe, Franck, Lebaron, & Mantere, 2016). From this stream of sensemaking, 
emotions intrinsically exist in the nature of sensemaking (Maitlis et al., 2013; Weick, 
1995) it’s basically how we experience when a change takes place (Weick, 1995). 
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Borrowing Maitlis et al., (2013)'s arguments why to consider them from a 
sensemaking perspective. First, emotional episodes help us to shift attention to cues 
that are hardly detectable (Öhman et al., 2001). second, feelings can be shared with 
others (Cornelissen et al., 2014). third, it motivates movement and fuels commitment 
(Rafaeli, Ravid, & Cheshin, 2009; Walsh & Bartunek, 2011). Emotions are also 
written out as an amplifier and contagious (Cornelissen et al., 2014). Maitlis et al. 
(2013) concluding in their empirical study that emotions play three roles in 
sensemaking; it triggers sensemaking, shaping that is constructing activities, and 
conclude to carry on perform sensemaking. When it comes to risk and dangers 
Desmond (2006) illustrate from his ethnographical study on firefighters how we 
bodily sense and calculate risk, thus the body allow us to feel the fluent world. 
Emotions connected to non-human components may be the fear of a lethal snake 
hiding in the grass (Öhman et al., 2001) or black ice (Whiteman & Cooper, 2011), it 
has an instinctual purpose. Turner et al. (2009) claimed they found evidence that with 
our body can detect and estimate ecological threats in the environment which could 
be change in wind direction.   
 
Emotions are inevitable and are shown to prevail and automatically ”take over”. I 
suggest they do so since they are a part of our survival instincts to flee or fight. For 
instance, what was seen as a factor causing an escalation, emotions have the similar 
effect of an amplifier that re-frames our collective engagement (Cornelissen et al., 
2014).!!

Summarize Theoretical Background: Searching for the Missing Link  
Ecological sensemaking (Whiteman & Cooper, 2011) and socio-materiality 
(Cornelissen et al., 2014) are built upon their commonness of their interest to 
materiality. However, they are ontological different which I will address in my thesis. 
It becomes a delicate and essential issue to be addressed when I investigate how we 
create realities. Authors behind ecological sensemaking stop by saying that human 
and non-humans are “conjointly constituted” (Whiteman & Cooper, 2011, p. 892). 
That said, two different parts joined together making them divergent at the same time 
(compare reality on p. 3). Sensemaking is clearly done of what is “layed there” (e.i. 
black ice), however, it is the meaning what becomes interesting and is reached for in 
my study. On the other hand, authors behind Stockwell shooting (Cornelissen et al., 
2014) concerns more on socio-materiality as a social construction that is called a 
materialization. It concerns more or the constructing of meaning that clearly focus on 
the interpretation process which is referred as subjective reality (Ritchie, 1982). 
Additionally, to the field of emotions and embodiment research has shown how 
prominent and influent they are in our everyday life and during crisis. There are 
recent calls (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014) to conduct further investigation and take 
them in consideration when theorizing (Loewenstein, Weber, Hsee, & Welch, 2001) 
which I seek to contribute.  
 
Crisis literature has provided with valuable knowledge to understand disasters. 
Previous studies have the resemblance to understand breakdowns, thus the crisis itself. 
Taken the thought of Alvesson and Karreman (2007) in empirical work and theory 
contribution, I re-think contemporary studies and give them a critical thought by 
assessing what more a crisis could tell us. It is a suitable strategy to see things 
different by searching the other side of the story. I would like to point out two 
interrelated shortcomings in this stream of literature. First; After Weick (1988)’s 
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paper on sensemaking during a crisis, scholars seem to be appealed to rare, 
extraordinary and famous catastrophic events (i.e. Cornelissen et al., 2014; Weick, 
1993) there may be other more unknown events that can be learned from. Second, a 
theme literature recurrently undertake is to seek the failure itself to explain the 
disaster that in the end results in a uniform and unilateral understanding of our 
“betraying [irrational] behavior”, that at the same time, was an attempt to prevent the 
disaster. Jacobsson and Hällgren (2016) however is one study that implicitly lifts the 
topic how teams pursue in survival purpose. To understand escalation the human 
factor has been pointed out as an important component, and there is a continues need 
for deeper investigation to understand our impulses. So far Cornelissen et al. (2014) 
as brought answers how emotions are influencing the cognitive framing but the link 
between embodiment and framing is yet not described. How and why they influence 
the framing is yet not explored.  
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Method 
Present thesis aims to answer two research questions. How does escalation occur? 
and why do we escalate? Since reality as such is central and overarching in my work 
the ontological and epistemological questions became relevant matters to be 
discussed. Especially important when address suitable method and research approach 
that corresponds to the nature of my research purpose and questions.  
 

Philosophy of Science 
According to Bryman and Bell (2015) there could be two main social ontologies and 
epistemologies to be discussed in social science. Objectivist who view reality as 
independent from human perception and entities, therefore, had inherent qualities. 
Human impulses were excluded from these scientific assumptions of reality. 
Constructivists was a response who rather saw reality as socially constructed where 
entity qualities were given a meaning by human influences. From an epistemological 
point of view it meant two directions in scientific thought of philosophy concerning 
the nature of knowledge. The first thought was positivists who strongly rooted in the 
tradition of nature science seeking laws and patterns to make predictions that became 
a dominant paradigm in economic research (Bryman & Bell, 2015). The assumption 
that excelled from an objective ontology consequently framed the world as orderly 
organized and human as a rational agent. Therefore, by the peel off the irrational side, 
the human behavior could be translated into sophisticated mathematical equations to 
predict decisions (Klamer, 2001; Simon, 1955). Especially referring to Karl Popper’s 
ideas in social science, the research strategy to obtain knowledge were through 
deductive approach by heavily testing theories to either falsify or rectify the theory. 
The knowledge that could not be obtained as such and often used a theory as a lens to 
interpret social phenomenon was often criticized as pseudoscience. Interpretivists 
rather acknowledge the world and knowledge as interpreted and socially constructed 
(Bryman & Bell, 2015). The research approach was inductive and therefore 
explorative that generated new theories. Since objectivists and positivism attempted 
to equally treat social science to the way it is studied in nature science, the 21-century 
research has heavily criticized it for being “too scientific” that has “dehumanized” the 
human behavior (Ghoshal, 2005). 

Methodological consideration 
Abduction which I used takes an exploration turn. It takes an entry point from a 
theory in order to develop the theory as a way to contribute. I took a social 
constructive ontology and interpretative epistemological point of view. Thus, a 
qualitative method became my research strategy that is especially suitable when 
understanding how we give meaning to events as they unfold (Cornelissen et al., 
2014; Gylfe, Franck, Lebaron, & Mantere, 2016; Orlikowski & Scott, 2008). It 
should also be recognized that my study falls under micro-ethnography or micro 
studies in behavior science whit a peculiar interest to details to describe social 
processes (Liu & Maitlis, 2014). My ontological standing point on reality is as 
socially constructed (Creswell, 2013) and is enacted through “saying and doing” by 
those observed, reality is thus talked into existence (Weick, Sutcliffe, & Obstfeld, 
2005). It is also aligned with Orlikowski and Scott (2008)’s idea that we bring entities 
into existence through socio-materialization. Epistemological and methodologically 
issues are addressed and archived through observation studies. The research design 
therefore constituted of a data collection conducted on Everest in the spring of 2016 
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as an ethnographic study focusing on commercialization on Everest as a case. The 
paper rest on an abductive approach. I used sensemaking as a lens to interpret the 
data while it was processed in a grounded theory fashion (Charmaz, 2006). Along 
with the theoretical lens that I used in my interpretation, grounded theory allowed me 
to first systematically code the data and stay close to the data (Charmaz, 2006). I was 
interested in the embodied dimensions and what they can mean in the process, it 
became necessarily to stay close to the material while doing the analysis study the 
video clips. My choice of design became suitable for my purpose and research 
question since my study was an in-depth exploration and the aim to contribute to both 
understand how reality was constructed through the embodied dimensions of 
cognition. 

The Industry and Marginal Context of Everest 
Today the adventure industry is a growing market and Everest has become an iconic 
place for this growing risk leisure (Tumbat & Belk, 2010). The total turnover of the 
adventure industry is estimated to around 263 billion USD (ATTA, 2010). To take 
part of an expedition a client pays about 65 000 USD (Mangione & Nelson, 2003) 
and his/her safety relies on the guide and operator’s infrastructure (Rosen, 2007). The 
commercializing and exploitation of Everest therefore becomes an interesting area to 
understand; 1) what triggered such development and 2) how is it organized? A 
research team based in Umeå Business School and Economics have this particular 
interest to understand. Therefore, in spring of 2016 one members was sent to the 
north side of Everest to conduct data collection.1  
 
The present study was conducted as a case study. Eisenhardt (1989) describe case 
study as a scientific research strategy that sought out to a particular setting that can 
explain particular dimensions or phenomenon. That said, it emphasizes a conscious 
weight between suitable contexts that may contain data that can reveal and provide 
answers to formulated research problems. When it comes to studies with particular 
interest in events of crisis and disasters, mountaineering is not an uncommon context 
due to its ever-changing elements in the environment and what it implies to our 
human behavior (Hällgren, 2010; Kayes, 2005). What becomes suitable is to seek to a 
population (Eisenhardt, 1989) that engage in high reliable contexts (Perrow, 1984). 
Everest could be categorized as an extreme environment, an environment that has 
been defined by Hannah, Uhl-Bien, Avolio, and Cavarretta (2009, p. 898 emphasize 
added) as:  
 
“an environment where one or more extreme events are occurring or are likely to 
occur that may exceed the organization’s capacity to prevent and result in an 
extensive and intolerable magnitude of physical, psychological, or material 
consequences to – or in close physical or psycho-social proximity to organization 
members”.  
 
One would ask why study these contexts that drastically deviate from the ordinary? 
Following Hannah et al. (2009)’s argument that extreme events can occur in any type 
of organization. Everest as an unconventional site to study and offers a more 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 !The member is the actual author of this thesis. Personal experience and pre-
understanding of the context could be found on page 20.    
!
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marginalized setting with potential to highlight phenomenon more observable than in 
other mundane settings (e.i decision making in office versus mountaineering). These 
settings rely on instant decisions with momentary results (Baran & Scott, 2010). As 
Bamberger and Pratt (2010) argue these contextual settings can be beneficial for 
theory contribution since they have the ability to shed light on phenomenon normally 
hard to observe in more stable settings. To pick a selection of a few suitable 
organizations in our society who potentially could face such events could be the 
police force, fireman and ER. However, I would argue depending on the 
embeddedness (level of experience) (Whiteman & Cooper, 2011) will determine how 
we experience the level of extreme of an event. Therefor the model I represent is 
applicable to all members who engage in such environment.        
 
Further support comes on materiality and ecological sensemaking, mountaineering is 
mentioned by Whiteman and Cooper (2011) as one suitable setting to study and bring 
understanding on ecological sensemaking forward. From a socio-materiality point of 
view, the circumstances caused by these events triggered ambiguous conditions that 
can be ideal to study sensemaking processes. 
 
Everest from this particular side struggles with radio communication due to 
surrounding mountains or other geographical obstacles and layout of the route that 
has various rock steps along the way. There is the strong limitation to have direct 
communication between EBC and advanced base camp (hereafter ABC) which is a 
25 km walk. Radio stations with the antenna were the only way to achieve this which 
few other expeditions had. From C3, the communication is stronger between EBC 
and C3 that is estimated of 30 km distance and with very scares ability to reach ABC. 
Thus, and ironically, those furthest away from the epic centrum were those in EBC 
who had better ability to establish a connection because there is no mountain that 
shadowed or blocked the radio waves. Members could only have radio contact and 
therefore were marginalized to get detailed information what was going on. Thus, in 
order to collect further details about what was going on, members had to rely on very 
few and scarce things, for instance, others judgment and the ability to appreciate the 
environment to predict the weather conditions on Everest. As well in retrospect by 
draw a topographic map of Everest to understand the climber’s pathway on Everest 
during the previous day. To my advantage and point of view as a researcher, the 
distress observed could sell-dome be more clear and obvious to study. Figure 1 
illustrates all relevant features on this particular side and route (yellow line) of 
Everest. The illustration of the three steps as well the camps will be useful when 
reading the findings and discussion hereafter. 
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Figure 2 Everest features seen from EBC 

Data and Data Collection 
The data was collected 2016 as an ethnographic endeavor studying members during 
an Everest expedition from the Tibetan side. The researcher collected audio uptakes, 
photos, video uptake and field notes as well as conducting interviews with climbers 
and actors. The result and findings of this paper was based on video material gathered 
by a one-man film crew making a documentary on Everest. The data consist of 120 
film clips in a total of over two hours of material. An additional selection of 
ethnographical data of interviews are used to identify key events (see page 15). Due 
to my research questions and the embodied layer I decided primarily analyze video 
material for the main reason of embodied cognition (Gylfe et al., 2016). My interest 
to videos lay of its particular richness to provide with motion, bodily expression, 
voice, voice connotation/tone. It also allows me to go back and study them as many 
times I needed and allow me to conduct various interpretations (Gylfe et al., 2016). 
Using video material is also considered as a novel data material that implies to 
methodological challenges that needs development and exploration (Dicks, Soyinka, 
& Coffey, 2006; Gylfe et al., 2016). This is my second reason for using video 
material to explore these issues to bring development to the methodological field in 
social science. 
 
I decided to conduct post-event interviews with those involved in EBC six months 
after the event. I decided to conduct post-event interviews because I discovered that 
my field notes didn’t match how things were played out in the video material. The 
memory and experience was differing from the actual “reality” seen in the films. The 
idea was to recapture what members remembered and how they experienced the 
event that later could be connected with the video sequences. It was a strategic choice 
to trace and understand how they felt experience was built up to link the experienced 
world with the physical objective world. The interviewees were “Tom” and “Robert” 
because they were the most involved individuals in the event compared to the rest of 
the EBC staff (e.i. Dawa) who were rather jumping in and out at different stages.    

The Analytic Steps 
The analysis took three various and systematic steps which I will go through here. 
Since the events had an eight-hour long extensive stretch (in real time not collected) I 
needed to plot out the key events. Additional material used to illuminate these plots 
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which were post-event interviews. These are materials that denote all-ready 
interpretations from individuals (Dicks, Soyinka, & Coffey, 2006) that suggested 
what was significant. These are further described as touchstones that are according to 
Dutton, Worline, Frost, and Lilius (2006) significant events that contain particular 
interest to study further. It was a strategic choice as an initial analysis to know when 
significant events occurred. Therefore, the first step consisted of conducting a 
timeline of the events. The data material that was captured by the cameraman were 
initially reviewed chronologically and structured in another timeline to highlight its 
content that could be compared what was said by participants (subjective) and what 
was actually happening (objective). These touchstones are represented as building 
blocks creating “episodes” presented in the result section similar to Cornelissen et al., 
(2014). Episode I define as breaking points in the story that change the nature of the 
event or the story line. Deciding upon breaking point are careful estimations by me 
where I found the story take a new direction with new circumstances and content.    
 
The second step consisted of what is called video ethnography (Gylfe et al., 2016). 
Embodied cognition as received a growing interest in social science along with video 
ethnography. The interest to study video graphic material as grown for similar 
reasons I had; the ability and access to details and a boundless amount of 
opportunities to revisit the data to discover new details depending on research focus. 
For example, other empirical studies with the similar analysis are Liu and Maitlis 
(2014) who takes an interpersonal perspective how positive and negative emotions 
were displayed in the group and how it attracted people or pulled them apart in 
strategizing planning. But it also brings challenges to contemporary methods when 
new kinds of data appear that is not as compatible with traditional ways of doing 
qualitative analysis. The nature of video as a visual type of data (Gylfe et al., 2016) 
could best be described as: a picture can say more than a thousand words. It was 
something I needed to manage. To handle this challenge, the process consisted of 
three revisits to the 120 film clips. The first steps are those from the first step (see 
above): a general flip coin scanning of the story to get an impression. All clips were 
first organized and divided according to the episodes identified from the first steps. 
The second was an in-detail mapping the content on a timeline (see above).  
 
After plotting was completed the aim was to transfer the motion into a text format 
that could be later coded according to grounded theory in the third step (see page 17). 
The translation process was conducted as follow: I watched every film carefully and 
wrote it down to a narrative fashion. Details I paid attention to were not only what 
they were saying in its bare form but how it was said through connotation and body 
gestures. Thus, I go along with other researchers who considered various voice tones, 
body gestures and facial expressions (Liu & Maitlis, 2014). As MacMartin and 
LeBaron (2006) points out, it is an orchestration of both visual and verbal languages 
that takes place that must be comprehended.  
 
When study embodied cognition over a period of time I followed the suggestions of 
Gylfe et al. (2016) who suggest patterning. Their idea is to trace the embodied 
dimensions throughout the entire story and through the episodes. For me, it was about 
tracing the construction (building of escalation) through time and space. This 
particular step brought inspiration from Cornelissen et al. (2014) who conducted their 
analysis and presentation of their findings through a narrative approach. Presenting 
the first research question is thus conducted in a narrative fashion since I view the 
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construction or reality as an ongoing process based on a history that could be studied 
in the video material (Bryman & Bell, 2015). It was accomplished in a similar way as 
Cornelissen et al. (2014) by constructing present it through episodes in the finding. 
Every transcript of each episode was then coded in Nvivo. Regarding reality 
according to Ritchie (1982), the coding scheme of episodes is divided in “objective” 
axel representing what Tony was saying to the EBC members. Further, how it was 
interpreted, constructed and responded by members was treated in the subjective axel 
on corresponding episode with the objective axel. It meant that all six episodes had 
both an objective and subjective dimension of reality that could be compared. The 
subjective axel was further categorized into materialization and emotions that were 
analyzed in relation to a specific event by Tony. It was conducted through a matrice 
to identify various connections between them that described how they build up the 
episodes, it allowed me to identify point in time and space how the reality of one 
event was transformed and contributed to the reality: How every episode materializes, 
causes emotional reactions and how it is communicated within the group that will 
direct their sensemaking and sensegiving (Cornelissen et al., 2014) ultimately 
constructing reality through enactment. The coding was made according to Charmaz 
(2006) version. By saying “version” I must clarify that Grounded Theory has evolved 
into various types. I didn’t go along with the original idea because as Charmaz (2006)  
points out, the older version as too rigid and traditional makes it stuck to a certain 
procedure. As Charmaz argue, the theory is not inherently inside the data as an 
objectivist would suggest, it is also a construct itself by the researcher along the 
analysis. It leaves space for alternative methods and sources of data like use video 
material. I coded the text documents in Nvivo according to Socio-materialization and 
emotions that were connected what Tony said.  
 
The second research question, why do we escalate? is a consequence of the findings 
of research one which I elaborate to a concept in the discussion section. It has more 
of an explanatory nature in which findings are discussed and conceptualized along 
with previous studies.   
    
 
Table 2.1 description of the analysis  
Steps  Activities Purpose Result 
1 Conduct timeline Illustrative   

 Identify 
touchstones  
Identify episodes 

Broad visualization 
of key events 

Five episodes  

2 Conduct video 
ethnography 

Turn motions into 
text format 

120 text 
documents 

3 Grounded theory  Answer RQ 1  
5 -initial coding Coding  
6 -categorizing Code labeling 

Matrice 
See finding page 
19 

7 Theoretical 
sampling 

Answer RQ2. 
Constructing 
conceptualization  

See discussion 
section page 32 
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Ethical Consideration 
According to the Swedish research council (hereafter SRC) there are principals to 
follow when conducting research and process data. I will here describe my 
commitments to those. It becomes especially true when dealing with data of this 
particular nature. First, and foremost consideration concerns the confidential and 
integrity issue according to SRC guide lines. Since the context deals with an 
endangered person that can be a sensitive matter I needed to process the information 
with care. Therefore, it became important to restrict the information that can help 
identify a person. Therefore, all participants have been given a pseudonym, I have 
also restricted myself from not provide with further information such as nationality. 
All precautions to minimize the possibility to identify the person through the internet. 
I only provided additional information if it was of relevance. To follow SRC’s guide 
lines on participation requirements all participants were before and during data 
collection informed about their rights to cancel their participation. Following the 
information requirement by the SRC, the purpose of the data collection and the 
research alignment and agenda was informed to all participants before starting the 
collection. The researcher explained his/her origin of university and research group 
and what kind of research interest there were. As information was handed out to the 
participants, they were also informed that the data will be stored within the research 
group and will only be used for research and educational purposes. Thus, the utility 
requirement was fulfilled. (Forskningsrådet, 1996) 
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Findings 
This section aims to answer the first research question how does escalation occur? 
The question as a describing nature why I reconstruct the story. By analyze from two 
aspects, socio-materialization and emotions it will be condensed to how reality was 
framed. Cornelissen et al. (2014) and Whiteman and Cooper (2011) used a similar 
narrative approach of storytelling.  
 
 
Table 3.1 description of individuals involved 
Name Role Level of experience and 

Embeddedness (Whiteman & 
Cooper, 2011) 

Tony 
 

The climber in-need Professional climber and 
guide. He has also conducted 
academic research on high 
altitude physiology.    

Robert Climber Climbed Everest and another 
8000-meter peak before 

Anna Climber Few lower peaks, her first 
8000-meter peak 

Tom Film maker and cameramen No experience, filming other 
extreme sport. 

Cristopher  Researcher Lower technical peaks 

Dawa Guide Professional guide with many 
8000-meter peaks  

Nima Anna’s Guide Professional guide with many 
8000-meter peaks and 
involved in many rescues.  

Purba  Expedition leader Professional guide with many 
8000-meter peaks  

 
 A researcher spent two months with the participants to observe the everyday life of 
an Everest expedition, the main aim of the data collection was to investigate the 
commercial aspects of Everest.  Table 1.1 give a short description of those who were 
involved during the event to highlight the embeddedness (Whiteman & Cooper, 
2011). The embeddedness could be understood as the extent of the cognitive frame to 
interpret the environment, ultimately reality. Tony who was one of the most 
experienced climbers in the team has climbed many 8000-meter peaks before for over 
30 years. He is a practicing mountain guide with his own company. Before he used to 
do research on high altitude medicine on Everest north side and is therefore well 
familiar with the area. Anna has climbed a few lower peaks before in Nepal, Everest 
will be her first 8000-meter challenge. She does this together with Nima who is her 
guide whom will climb Everest for his 10th time. Dawa is also a mountain guide who 
previously climbed Everest for his 10th time. Dawa stays in EBC as the events unfold. 
Robert recently climbed Everest for his second time and another 8000-meter peak 
two weeks before Everest. He stayed with Dawa, Christopher, and Tom in EBC to 
follow the progression of the rest (Tony, Anna, and Nima). Robert’s recent 
experience that season made him together with Dawa a key individual to understand 
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the conditions on Everest. Tom is a filmmaker who acted as a cameraman to film 
Robert’s expedition that season. He has no experience in climbing but insight in other 
extreme sports, he said during an interview that he has read a few classic 
mountaineering fictions before and is familiar with the context through reading. 
Christopher is a researcher with an interest in the commercial aspects of Everest and 
the risks involved in the activities. Christopher is a climber at a hobby level with 
interest in more technical climbing but has experienced above 7000-meter prior to 
this expedition. It should be noticed that none of these participants except Dawa had 
participated in a rescue mission before. During post-event interviews, both Tom and 
Robert expressed their experience as raising the bar to maximum height as the event 
unfolded since they didn’t really know what to do or expect. 

Episode 1 “close to summit an avalanche came down” 
”When I look back, there was something pretty early that day that I realized, fuck, it 
is something that is not right here, there is something that doesn’t seem right, not in a 
negatively way or so, but I just remember I had an feeling” [Interview with ”Tom” 
2017-03-18] 
 
 The citation above describes the particular day how things didn’t seem right. Tom 
and Tony had been spending some time together in EBC before Tony’s summit 
attempt. During their time, Tom and Tony had developed a friendship and Tom 
described Tony as very friendly and nice. Tony had offered Tom the opportunity to 
connect his cell phone with his GPS’s SMS function to be able to receive text 
messages and coordinates from Tony as he makes his way up. This function was 
primarily for Tony’s safety. However, as Tom describes, they stopped coming in that 
day. During two video clips prior to Tony’s first radio contact, Robert tries to reach 
him without result. He looks up on Everest saying that they had agreed the night 
before to have radio contact at a specific time and geographical places as Tony 
progress. Robert says that Tony sounded tired after arriving C3 yesterday and that 
from his previous experience of summit Everest the radio communication only works 
to EBC and not ABC, still with a bad connection. Robert expressed his concerns on 
what Tony was doing “climbing Everest alone and without oxygen is fucking cool 
but...” (shook his head and shoulders indicating he wasn’t comfortable)” [Video 
material]. Since they weren’t able to establish any contact, Robert expressed his 
feelings as “fucking nervous” (he shook his shoulders again as if something was 
crawling on his back) [Video material].  
 
After a while and as a surprise, Tony calls on the radio saying ”I’m good, but there is 
a problem, close to summit an avalanche came down” [video material]. Tom, 
Christopher and Robert who stood in a circle listens together. For a while, Robert 
looks at the radio trying to get his head around what he just heard, Robert turns his 
head to Christopher then toward Everest saying “fuck fuck fuck”. Christopher said, “I 
got the sense that it almost hit him.” Robert looks up on Everest trying to see the third 
step where Tony said he were and begin saying that there is no way an avalanche 
could be set off there, it is not steep enough and there is barely any snow. In later 
discussions, speculation came about if Tony might hallucinate. Before the radio broke 
in silence Tony messaged that he was only one and a half hour from the summit. 
Robert concluded he sounded good although everything sounded weird. 
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Socio-Materialization 
According to Cornelissen et al. (2014) the world doesn’t come in its raw form but the 
environment and events must be given a meaning (Orlikowski & Scott, 2008). In this 
episode, elements from Ecological sensemaking (Whiteman & Cooper, 2011) became 
important to understand how things were socially materialized. Especially concerning 
Robert’s retrospective understanding and knowledge about climbing Everest. 
Climbing alone without oxygen as its most extreme venture on Everest should be 
understood from Roberts level of embeddedness of the activity (Whiteman & Cooper, 
2011). Especially referring to Robert’s understanding of the risks involved in Tony’s 
attempt. Robert had noticed the night before on the radio that Tony was tired after 
arriving at C3 indicating a physical condition that was itself increasing the perception 
of the risks that was taken by Tony. Robert’s experience of Tony sounded tired could 
be linked to Cornelissen et al. (2014) findings pointing to circumstances. In their 
example when JCM decided to take the subway during the must the hectic hours was 
interpreted as an optimal time to cause maximum damage. From Robert’s view, 
Tony’s way of climbing is a suitable way to cause a problem by saying “fucking cool 
but...” (bodily indicate it is risky). Further circumstance was the condition of poor 
radio contact to EBC making the cues rather ambiguous. In the same time, Tom had a 
feeling that things didn’t seem right since the SMS didn’t trickle in as suppose. In 
result, Robert socio-materialized his concerns of being nervous by saying “Fucking 
nervous” that was shared with everyone else. The words “fuck fuck fuck” during the 
avalanche sequence was the first socio-materialized sign that things were believed to 
not be according to a plan. Further, as Robert looked up the mountain and from a 
retrospect understanding utter that an avalanche could not be possible. By looking at 
Christopher seemed to be an interactive strategy to look for clues what he meant with 
an avalanche. Again from an ecological sensemaking, Robert used his previous visit 
on Everest to estimate that I could not be possible (Whiteman & Cooper, 2011). 
Therefore, further questions became whether Tony was okay in his conscious state.   

Emotions 
Emotions from this episode are linked to the ambiguous circumstances (Whiteman & 
Cooper, 2011) concerning the poor establishment of radio connection and Tony’s 
way of climbing Everest that caused emotions to be rather felt through the 
atmosphere (Cunliffe & Coupland, 2012). Tom’s description how things didn’t seem 
right was like he couldn’t put a finger on what was wrong but was probably caused 
when Tony’s SMS didn’t come as presumed. How it materializes was seen when 
Robert was sitting in his camping chair shaking his body in discomfort as he told how 
nervous he was about Tony not answer the radio and what he was doing. It is an 
embodiment of an experience that was shared. Similar to how the police force felt 
when they interpreted JCM as “jumpy” and translate that of being “nervous” 
(Whiteman & Cooper, 2011). We seem to both recognize emotions and feelings from 
one person (Öhman et al., 2001) but also in a hypothetical construction based on the 
uncertainty about Tony. Risk is itself an uncertainty that was seen in Desmond (2006) 
study that revealed how it was rather bodily experienced an not rational calculated. 
The repeating of “Fuck fuck fuck” was a strong expression that was also observed in 
Cornelissen et al. (2014)’s study that was mentioned as carry an amplifying effect. 
Still, if an avalanche was mentioned it was still regarded as not possible and therefore 
ambiguous. Further, Cristopher’s saying “I got the sense that it almost hit him...” is 
rather based on a feeling since there was no other information from Tony available 
about the circumstances, it was just plausible.  
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The atmospheric notions caused by the ambiguity become an interesting aspect. We 
seem to recognize conditions through ambiguous circumstances. Emotions seem to 
play a role to detect and fill in with information. Emotions is known to help us to 
shift attention to things (Öhman et al., 2001). Previous studies on emotions place 
them as tacit and intangible that may explain the atmospheric nature how it is 
experienced and the information it bears. From a biological point of view emotions 
are automatic arousal (Weick, 1995; Öhman et al., 2001) and designed to operate 
beyond our consciousness. They seem to be designed to gather information since we 
automatically get an impression from other body gestures (Öhman et al., 2001) but 
also from other abstract states like sensing the nature of circumstances (Cornelissen 
et al., 2014). The socio materialization of “I got the sense that it almost hit him...” can 
only be based on a feeling that acted upon an information gap. 

Sensemaking and Framing of Reality 
Sensemaking is an ongoing process (Maitlis & Sonenshein, 2010) that is based on 
cognition that ultimately frames the reality (Cornelissen et al., 2014), thus the reality 
is constantly under revision. However, from such logic the carving of reality must be 
taken from an outset which I argue begins in the embeddedness (Whiteman & Cooper, 
2011). Robert who is well experienced and recently climbed Everest for his second 
time and another 8000-meter had fresh updates of the conditions. That said to make 
sense and frame the ecological conditions which was dependent on an embeddedness 
(Whiteman & Cooper, 2011). Especially what it implies when climb solo and without 
oxygen on world’s highest mountain. Since he didn’t get any response during the day 
it was uncertain what really went on up there making him nervous. According to 
Öhman et al. (2001) emotions seem to help us to shift our attention to risks and 
hazards that trigger sensemaking (Maitlis, Vogus, & Lawrence, 2013). Tom was 
nervous due to the SMS he didn’t get from Tony as agreed which was based on an 
expectation. Since the minimal risk that an avalanche would be set off on the third 
step created a suspicion that Tony was hallucinating. All though the next expected 
radio contact would be around/before 14:00 or within one and a half hour. It was still 
concluded that Tony sounded good in his voice indicated that he was in good 
condition and on time, but it left doubts and suspicion what he was doing. 

Episode 2 “I’m fine, I’m fine, I just lost my headlamp” 
“And it is he [Robert] who reached him [Tony] over the radio who said or at least 
understood it, that he lost his head lamp, from there a freezing went directly through 
some how” [Interview with ”Tom” 2017-03-18]  
 
This episode stretches between the turnaround time 14:00 to late 22:00 when Tony 
arrived to C3. Robert walks outside facing a stormy and cloudy Everest and with a 
strong voice he speaks into the radio “Tony Tony it is two o’clock”, it was given as a 
reminder. In the video material Robert stands with a dogged face as he looks up the 
north face of Everest with his radio close to his mouth, Tony doesn’t respond. 
Around 17:00 Robert contact Anna who recently arrived C3 asking if she had heard 
anything from Tony. As a surprise, Tony breaks in saying “Hi this is Tony over” 
everyone seemed glad to hear his voice, Robert smiles. It all first sounded like he was 
back in “base camp” which could be possible from his last report, Robert gave a 
victory sign with his fist by raising it up above his head. Then Tony say “I’m on third 
[first?] step” Roberts smile instantly turned to stone and his body froze, the small 
natural shaking of the hand that held the radio stopped and his eyes concentrated on 
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the radio. Robin looks up at Christopher for a second. Tom repeated with a shaken 
voice “What, third step?”, everyone seemed to hear third step. Anna had poor radio 
connection but got the news that Tony was still above C3, she seemed also surprised 
and asked “is he okay?”. The tension inside the tent become intense. With a shaken 
voice Tom pointed to the radio asking “is he okey?”. Robert who tried to listen what 
was said become slightly irritated hushing Tom to calm him down. Robert asked 
Tony “are you on third step over” in which Tony replied back with broken 
communication, [in the video sequence it may be heard “second step”] however Tom 
was quick saying “third step” which Robert instantly picked up with a confirming 
nodding on Toms response. Anna ask “does he need help” Robert then make a quick 
decision saying to Anna with a strong tone “yes he needs help” stressing he has been 
above 8000 meters far too long without oxygen, Tony interrupts saying “I’m fine, I’m 
fine, I just [lost?] my headlamp”. The video material shows how it all become silent 
for a moment. During an interview, Tom said it was felt through the body when Tony 
said those words. Robert asks if he was alone, Tony respond with “there are people 
but they don’t wait”. The matter that they don’t wait pressurized the situation more. 
The question rises what had happened especially if he still was on the third step at 
8550 meter which was below the summit and that it started to become dark outside. 
Robert acts by saying it is an emergency situation and “needs to get now” and that 
they [Anna and Nima] need to prepare themselves to go up and meet Tony. 
Christopher interrupts Roberts request saying if they are going to do a rescue mission 
they need to prepare water and food for themselves and for him.  
 
In the next sequence, Robert walks to Dawa who sits inside the kitchen tent. Robert 
begins briefing Dawa about Tony and that he still was on third step. Robert says “he 
has lost his headlamp, water and food”. Dawa looks at Robin for a moment shaking 
his head disapproving saying “no its wrong, its too long third step”. The conversation 
goes on that when climbing without oxygen for so long above 8000 meter the mind 
will deteriorate. Emotions had turned from tension to seriousness. People seem more 
behaved in their emotions. Robert explains that he didn’t quite understand where he 
was, if it was third or first step because it didn’t make any sense if he summited 14:00. 
Thus, it took him five hours to walk just a few hundred meters. Dawa point with his 
index finger to his head indication Tony is getting mad in which Robert picks up to 
his theory. In a later video sequence Robert sits on a camping chair gesticulating with 
his arms to his legs explaining that he lost his headlamp, water and food and has no 
energy and that he now sits down somewhere alone and probably hallucinating 
believing he is making progression down using his left hand pointing to the head that 
Tony gone crazy. Robert gesticulate with his hand forming it as an oxygen mask 
saying “they need put him on oxygen and bring him down” Christopher talks to 
Dawa about how to interpret someone who is going mad, Christopher say “he sounds 
clear but his logical reasoning is” making a gesticulation with his shoulder and head 
that it doesn’t make sense what Tony say. Dawa goes on by saying that people with 
hallucination talks clear but “...mind doesn’t work”.   
 
Robert, Tom and Christopher walked back to their dinner tent. According to Tony he 
was only one hour from reaching C3 which doesn’t fit into his story standing on third 
step. They started to draw topographic map over Everest with the “steps” camps and 
other key geographical features, further names were written at locations and time 
when contact was held. When one hour had passed at 21:30 Robert asked Anna to 
poke her head out to see if she could see someone “without a headlamp”. 22.00 Nima 
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report in saying “Tony is already here” Robert makes a victory gesticulation with his 
fist. According to Anna, Tony seemed fine, he looked fine and he talks fine and there 
were no signs of any problem. Robert still stresses that Tony should keep climbing 
down to at least C2. He has been far too long up over 8000-meter. Tony in a radio 
conversation with Robert say “I’m fine I just need to eat and drink and I will go in the 
morning, I have my radio so I keep you informed”. The episode ends that Robert was 
satisfied that Tony was in C3 but anxious and doubtful about the idea that he should 
spend a night alone on 8300-meter, they agreed to have radio contact overnight. 

Socio-Materialization 
The idea to study socio-materialization is tracing and understand how things come to 
a meaning which is a social elaboration between actors (Cornelissen et al., 2014; 
Orlikowski & Scott, 2008). In this episode three socio-materialization processes were 
identified. What is interesting in the first two process is the level of influences actors 
had on each other that suggest a reciprocal nature of sesemaking and sensegiving. 
The first concerned about Tony’s location. At one point, still if it was uncertain, Tom 
confirmed that Tony said he was standing on the third step in which Robert enacted 
upon.    
 
Second regarded Tony’s condition. Two Socio-materializations process were 
identified in this episode. The first was connected to Tony’s mental state, the second 
was linked to his physical condition. Still if Tony was saying he was “fine” it was 
obscured by the sentence that he lost his headlamp which was a strong contradiction 
what Tony was saying that he was “fine”, especially when getting dark outside. 
Further, he had obviously seen people ahead of him that didn’t wait for him. This was 
socially elaborated in the kitchen tent between members whether there were people 
up there or if he just saw people. Connecting to sensemaking, sensegiven (Weick, 
1993) by Dawa who became central in the process by pointing with index finger 
saying “it is too long” that is link the embededdness (Whiteman & Cooper, 2011).  
How clear he could sound and still how his “logical reasoning” doesn’t line up that 
was elaborated by Christopher. Standing on the third step makes it geographically too 
far from C3 and he had spent five hours walking down from the summit which comes 
from previous knowledge by Robert and Dawa regarding embeddedness (Whiteman 
& Cooper, 2011). It raises the question what happened during those last hours from 
summiting. His physical condition was therefore elaborated. This process is traced 
when Christopher told Robert that Anna and Nima needed to prepare water and food 
for themselves and Tony to give him. This primed Robert’s idea that Tony was “low 
on energy” acting as a plausible explanation why he was moving so slow. Robert told 
Dawa, “Tony lost headlamp, food and water” which Tony never said. In next 
sequence, Robert connects Tony’s hypothetical mental state and physical condition 
by sitting down pointing to his legs and head showing everyone in the tent. Robert 
also used his hand to form it as an oxygen mask and gesticulated it was strapped on 
by Anna and Nima by verbally say he needs oxygen which suggest a plausible 
consequence of not having energy left or any other capacity of bringing himself down.  
 
The third socio-materialized event is purely ecological related (Whiteman & Cooper, 
2011), a map over Everest was drawn by Robert as a tool to make sense where people 
were identifying themselves, particular places and time was written. It acted as a tool 
to analyze and make sense of Tony’s progression in retrospect. This has a clear 
connection to Whiteman and Cooper (2011) analysis over Mann gulch disaster were 
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the foreman were able to reconstruct the terrain into a mental topographic map in 
order to make sense of a plausible escape route. After arriving C3 Anna and Nima 
had the opportunity to make an assessment where they concluded that he was actually 
fine.   

Emotions 
First, linked from previous episode on turnaround time (14:00), Tony wasn’t heard 
from until late afternoon that build up concerns and anxiousness. Robert’s displayed 
emotions are seen in his facial expression as he looks up on Everest calling for Tony. 
What becomes interesting from this episode is when emotions take place. Maitlis, 
Vogus, and Lawrence (2013) conclude two things regarding emotions, first, it acts as 
a trigger which is observed when emotions are connected when new events unfolded. 
When Tony announced that he was still on the third step and lost his head lamp, 
Robert’s emotions clearly show the freezing motion and the silence that broke out 
inside the tent. Tom described the feeling as something went through his body when 
he heard those words. The reactions from Tom who was standing behind the camera 
had a choking voice saying “what, third step”. A chaos of sensemaking could be seen 
as Robert seem to handle too much information at the same time trying to bring 
answers to him, Anna, Tony and Christopher. Robert displayed irritation and 
frustration while hushing Tom who seemed stressed to know if Tony was okay. 
Anna’s voice over radio seemed surprised as well as she noticed he was still above 
them asking “is he okey” and “does he need help”. Second emotions are found to 
have a shaping effect (Maitlis et al., 2013) and motivational effect to take action 
(Rafaeli, Ravid, & Cheshin, 2009; Walsh & Bartunek, 2011) which was seen as 
Robert announced he needed help. However, fewer emotions were observed after the 
shock as they were getting consulting from Dawa. During this time the tension had 
transformed to contain a seriousness as they try to assess the state of Tony and also 
where he probably could be by drawing a map. 

Sensemaking and Framing of Reality 
This episode became framed as an emergency situation, Tony was framed as 
probably sitting somewhere without a headlamp, disorientated and without energy. In 
a momentary and automatic way, a tacit consensus between EBC members was 
established about the seriousness what Tony was standing against. Emotions are seen 
as prominent in the very beginning of the episode that refers to the trigger effect 
(Maitlis, Vogus, & Lawrence, 2013). An emotional consensus was displayed from the 
instant cold feeling between members, everyone seemed to respond similarly. Tom 
described how it felt like something went through his body which is described as an 
automatic system (Weick, 1995; Öhman et al., 2001). Regarding Tom’s ability to 
frame reality and make sense, Tom explained during an interview that he has never 
climbed a mountain before but read countless of literature that he used in retrospect 
as knowledge to understand things wasn’t right with Tony. This again refers to a level 
of embeddedness (Whiteman & Cooper, 2011).  
 
Two important finding were found, first how the emotional state was transformed 
into actions that suggest support to Maitlis et al. (2013) findings on emotions as being 
a part of the constructing the reality through feeling. There seem to be a period 
emotions that took great space that later energizes decisions to take certain actions 
(Rafaeli, Ravid, & Cheshin, 2009; Walsh & Bartunek, 2011). Second, how the 
ongoing construction to frame reality took place between EBC members since they 
didn’t seem to find what Tony said as reliable. They rather enacted it out (Weick, 
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1988) by bodily displaying it and through verbalization. Therefore, due to the scarce 
and unclear information, it was rather an interpretation in-between EBC members as 
reality was constructed.  
 
How episode two was instantly framed as an emergency and what Tony’s plausible 
condition took various steps. The first step was the concluding where Tony was, it 
wasn’t clear from Tony’s radio contact but Tom reinforced by saying “third step” at 
one point to Robert who nodded on Tom’s response and enacted it as if he was on the 
third step. From there it became a consensus, a shared cognitive frame among 
members that Tony was still on third step. The second cue that was received by EBC 
members was “..lost my headlamp..” indicating Tony was standing far away from C3 
and soon in complete darkness. The issues turned whether if Tony was alright by 
asking “is he okey” and “does he need help?” Robert responded, “yes he needs help”. 
Since it was framed by Robert as an emergency “go get now” Christopher added that 
Anna and Nima needed water and food for themselves and Tony. It was later 
incorporated into Roberts understanding that Tony had lost his headlamp, food and 
water and later was possibly sitting somewhere since he had no energy left to move. 
No one questioned the framing that was put forward through Robert’s verbalization 
and gesticulation by pointing to his legs and head and that they need to meet him with 
oxygen. The embodied framing was also embodied transferred between members 
how Robert decided to sit on his chair mimic what he believed Tony’ was doing. 
There are similarities how embodiment is accomplished through body movement 
communication and interpretations that are also found in Cornelissen et al. (2014) 
study. This is further known from both Liu and Maitlis (2014) and Cornelissen et al. 
(2014) to be very influential since we can read facial expressions (Öhman et al., 
2001). Further sensegiving was given by Dawa who was pointing to his head saying 
Tony lost his mind reinforced that Tony probably suffers from a hallucinating 
condition and can’t be trusted what he says making it harder to rely on what Tony 
was saying. Therefore, it inhibited to take Tony’s words that he was “fine” to 
consideration. All though, Tony showed up late that evening in C3 and was fine 
according to Anna. Robert didn’t like the idea he will stay in C3 alone. 

Episode 3 “I got water in my lungs” 
“now there is a slight panic inside the tent I would say among us all. Everyone are 
pretty stressed over the situation and it is kind of something I never experienced 
before, yes, the most realistic or reality I ever experienced in my whole life”  
[Interview with ”Tom” 2017-03-18]    
 
 Later that night Tony called Robert to tell that he discovered that he had water in his 
lungs, a condition called high altitude pulmonary edema (Hereafter HAPE). Tony had 
explained that he had oxygen bottles but needed a regulator and mask to utilize it. 
Robert stands outside in the cold looking at Everest waiting for Dawa to come out. 
Robert tries to make Tony walk outside to a Black Diamond tent up in C3, however, 
it was too dark to see according to Tony. As Robert talks to Dawa, Tony said on the 
radio “I need a mask and regulator now”, Tony explained further he need it to treat 
his condition. Robert responded with calmness “it is confirmed”. Dawa stands with 
his hands in his pockets looking at Robert as he listened to the radio, he seems calm 
and not surprised as if he had been in this situation before. As they walk down to 
EBC to investigate if there were anyone in C3 that could help Tony. Dawa said “this 
is wrong” hinting that Tony should have gone down below 8000 meters before. EBC 
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seems empty as they stand around tents in EBC that looks abounded, Dawa talks to 
one Sherpa who say that people are still up on the mountain but not in C3. Tom 
seemed stressed by saying “fuck, why don't we walk to the Russians?” in which 
Robert say that they already left C3, Dawa says “this is crazy”. As they start walking 
back Robert tries to make Tony go outside. Tony say “I cannot go out anymore more 
(two deep breaths), my pulmonary edema is ver... I cannot go out”. It’s the first 
physical evidence there was something wrong with his respiratory system. Robert 
freezes in the sequence, he looks at Dawa and shakes his head disapprovingly and say 
“he cannot move he cannot move”. Robert grabs the radio and with a strong voice 
tries to reach Nima and Anna several times. Tony breaks in say “let them go for the 
summit, let them go for the summit”, Robert seem to ignore this by having the radio 
at a waste level just looking at Dawa. Dawa say, “the summit is not important” and 
Robert instantly agrees by saying “No”. Robert looks up on Everest and says “they 
need to turn around”. Tony soon calls in and say that he tried to talk to two Sherpas 
who sits in a tent beside him, Tony say: “outside the tent there are Sherpas with a 
light but they don’t give any help”, Tom reacts instantly by saying “what the fuck” as 
Robert stand and look at the radio like it didn’t make any sense. During an interview, 
it was expressed whether Tony was “seeing” things indicate that he might hallucinate 
people.     
 
Back in camp, Robert calls Tony on the radio to tell that they are trying to reach ABC 
to help Tony. Tony respond “Okay good, good to know (deep breaths), yeah, (breath 
breath) I have now water in my lungs it is really serious”... Robert points to his chest 
and repeats to Dawa and say with a serious tone, “water in lungs”. Tony soon gets 
back by saying that “let Nima and Anna go for summit” and then that “...Nima come 
down really quick” (it is followed by a series of coughs which sounds like a bad cold). 
The reaction freezes and Tom say “Fuck”. Christopher sits still with his mouth 
slightly open and then look at Robert and retold what he heard “should come down 
really quick” the interpretation deviates from what was truly said by Tony. 
Christopher seemed to be triggered and moving around in his chair to be more 
involved. Robert then say in a concluding way “he is dying” and that “they [Nima 
and Anna] need to turn around“. Robert gives the Radio to Dawa who says “he say 
that he is...”, Dawa looks at the radio for a while then looks up at Robert and say 
“..dying?” Cristopher then replied “yes”.    
 
Robert talks to Anna and explains that Tony has water in his lungs, Christopher 
breaks in saying “he cannot move” in which Robert adds into his description of the 
scenario. Anna tells to call a for Lisa who recently climbed Everest and is still in C3. 
Robert tells Tony to call her name, Tony reply it is too stormy, Christopher in a 
discrete but instant way say “he is little crazy”, indicate loss of cognitive capacity or 
auditory hallucination. Robert stressed to Tony to not lay down, Tony replies “I’m a 
doctor I know what to do”. Robert looked at Tom and Christopher telling it was a 
good sign that he was still conscious. Christopher agrees to say it will give him and 
them time to help Tony, Robert agrees by nodding his head twice. The conversation 
indicates a commonness of time pressure. Robert calls Tony again to tell him to go 
outside and find Lisa or other people so he can be “surrounded”, Tony replies “I 
cannot do anything” and “I’m happy that I’m in my sleeping bag now”. Roberts 
reaction is as quiet, he repeats Tony’s words as if he understood that he was still 
unable to move, Robert said “I understand” to Tony.  Dawa looked at Robert saying 
“tomorrow he will have an emergency rescue”, Robert agrees as he puts away the 
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radio. Anna told on the radio soon after that they will continue, meaning they will not 
turn around.  
 

Socio-Materialization 
 A common understanding among EBC members is linked from previous episode that 
Tony should have continued down, Dawa in slight frustration say “it is wrong” and 
further think about Tony’s situation as “crazy”. That said unfolding events are as 
continuations from previous events. This can be connected to a retrospective 
understanding of sensemaking.  Tony later told “I cannot go out anymore more (two 
deep breaths), my pulmonary edema is ver... I cannot go out” Robert shook his head 
interpreting this as “he cannot move” (which is itself an embodied interpretation) 
what he experiences and is transferred to others. The heavy breathing enforced the 
notions that Tony was in danger since it was the first auditory evidence that was 
experienced that Tony was suffering from HAPE. Without question, the group 
seemed to agree that “he could not move”. Further Dawa and Robert seem to agree 
that summit is of no importance that enforces the idea of turning the other climbers 
around to help Tony. By say “Summit is not important” is a sensegiving (Weick, 
1993) by Dawa that was directly linked to “he cannot move” and means that it is 
either “Tony’s life or the summit”. Tony later called in to explain that he saw two 
Sherpas that refused to help him. This event was further mentioned during an 
interview with Tom that he thought Tony was hallucinating, or how it could be 
possible to ignore someone in need.  
 
Events that plays out back in the tent reveals interesting findings. First, how it is 
materialized through embodied experience. Heavy breaths are heard when he says “I 
have water in my lungs and that it is serious”, Robert with his hand points to his chest 
repeats his words with a serious face indicate it is not good. Tony then say “come 
back down really quick” with a series of coughs where fluid could be heard in his 
lungs. Symptoms could be clearly heard that was provoking reactions. Cristopher 
interpreted that Tony was saying “Should come down really quick” that might have 
been affected by the coughs. Second the social interaction, Robert seems to conclude 
that he was dying from this point, he leant the radio to Dawa. The social interaction 
that framed Tony as dying is interesting since we tend to “fill in” to a common shared 
sentence constructing a belief. “[Robert] He says that he is... 
[Dawa]dying..[Cristopher]..yes”. This is further seen when Robert tries to explain to 
Anna over the radio to tell her about Tony’s dying conditions, Christopher says in the 
middle that he cannot move that made Robert add that phrase in the sentence and 
description. Further interesting social materializations are seen, one is the “break in” 
when Christopher stresses that he is becoming “crazy” which builds up the sense to 
the group of Tony’s mental conditions. The last social-materialized event of this 
episode linked to framing is when Tony announce he will not go out anymore 
because he likes to be in his sleeping bag, this was interpreted by the group that his 
condition had become worse and that he will need an emergency rescue in the 
morning that was told by Dawa which all agreed. 

Emotions 
From previous events both Dawa and especially Robert stressed Tony to go down 
since he had spent far too long over 8000-meters. In light of embeddedness 
(Whiteman & Cooper, 2011) both Robert and Dawa understood what altitude does to 
a human body. There are two specific events where emotions seem to be prominent in 
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this episode. First, strong emotions were both triggered (Maitlis, Vogus, & Lawrence, 
2013) that fueled instant commitment (Walsh & Bartunek, 2011). They were 
displayed when telling “He cannot move he cannot move”. What caused strong 
reactions that were tightly connected to the embodied cues, especially during the 
heavy breaths connected to “he cannot move, he cannot move” and when Tony say “I 
have water in my lungs” (Öhman et al., 2001). How the words were repeated by 
Robert as well in combination with his shaking of his head is itself a socio-
materialization that was urgently presented (Cornelissen et al., 2014). Also, how it 
was responded to an emergency by calling with a loud voice over the radio to reach 
Nima and Anna.  
 
Tom displayed strong reaction when Tony told that he had seen two Sherpas who 
refused to help him. His voice tone as he said was both as shaken with strong 
connotation when uttering “what the fuck”. Again emotions play a role in detecting 
anomalies (Öhman et al., 2001) that triggers sensmaking (Maitlis et al., 2013).  
Strong emotions were also visualized as they sit inside the tent and Tony say it 
becoming serious and when he starts coughing. Tom say “fuck” with a shaken voice. 
What is interesting is the instant framing that took place. To highlight emotions as a 
big player coming to interpreting the orchestration of a message is observed when 
Christopher reconstruct what Tony said “after summiting come really quick” to 
“(should come) [added] down really quick”. The emotion caused by the heavy coughs 
seem to give a new meaning to what Tony said that was instantly reconstructed and 
framed. It was one link in a chain to Robert’s actions to hand over the radio to Dawa 
and where Tony was framed as saying that he was dying. The emotions and feelings 
from both cases are derived from new cues that seem to be all new to the group 
indicate a worsening of the condition.   

Sensemaking and Framing of Reality 
During this episode, the framing of Tony’s condition was as “dying” and that Tony 
was part of framing it so. Other sub-framings are his physical and mentally 
deteriorating that is connected to his condition. The framing is also connected to time 
pressure the EBC team now fought against. Due to his condition and circumstances 
of not having the equipment to treat his condition. It was manifested to Anna and 
Nima as either the summit or Tony’s life as a sensgiving (Weick, 1993). The framing 
should be understood in terms of embeddedness (Whiteman & Cooper, 2011). By say 
HAPE, it acted as a similar way to open the Krato protocol during the Stockwell 
shooting (Cornelissen et al., 2014). It automatically gives circumstances that 
legitimize certain actions and patterns of thinking but also determines how emotions 
are induced. Tony’s reason “I cannot go out anymore” can be interpreted in several 
ways, but Robert’s framing took a big leap “he cannot move any more” which 
suggest a worsening of his physical condition which puts it on even more time 
pressure.  
 
Emotions are observed to play a big role in instant interpretations, emotions seem not 
only to trigger sensemaking but also elevate cognition. Interpret and reconstruct as 
“should come down really quick” that in the end was summarized Tony was dying. In 
that particular construction, there were three individuals influencing each other (Liu 
& Maitlis, 2014) suggesting a reciprocal nature when socially construct reality and 
how we bring things to existence that gives “reality” a meaning. Finally, “I 
understand” can be interpreted in the sense that a common understanding that Tony 
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no longer could move will most likely lay in his sleeping bag for the rest of the night. 
That made him unable to find help for himself. 

Episode 4 “Looking for options” 
“...still if I’m new in the mountains I have always read about Göran Kropp’s endeavor 
and into thin air five times and sort of understood what it is about to be up there” 
[Interview “Tom” 2017-04-02]  
 
Despite if Tom never climbs he still had knowledge through literature and retold 
stories. He referred this as “once you are up there you are on your own”. His thoughts 
were associated with Anna and Nimas’s decision to continue and the Sherpas who 
refused to help Tony from the last episode. Tony who “could not move”, left Robert, 
Dawa, Tom and Christopher with fewer options. Christopher sits and elaborates 
together with Robert on the consequences that might come after Anna and Nimas’s 
decision to continue to the summit. Christopher refers that it will be a hell of a job 
helping Tony after they come down. Robert adds “provide him with oxygen and carry 
him down with yak transport”. Christopher extended by indicating it was only 
necessary if he was still alive. Robert looks angry, he sits and shook his legs and 
hinted that he had been very clear to Anna and Nima why they should turn around 
and help him. As a way to keep Tony awake, Robert calls Tony and agrees with him 
to call every 30 minutes until someone arrives to help him. Tony then say “I need the 
oxygen (two deep breaths)” Roberts looks emotional and say “...We are looking for 
options...” After the discussion, Tom say “he sounds scared, I don’t’ know?”. Soon 
after Tony gets back and asks “what is the name of the girl” Robert shakes his head 
looking at Dawa who says “he is losing his memory”. Robert says “he sounds strong 
but we don’t know” then points to his head with his index finger and outward indicate 
that his brain capacity is getting out of his head. Tony calls and seems to ask where 
Anna and Nima are, Robert seems emotional and hesitate for a bit, with a broken 
voice he tells a white lie that they “are soon on summit” (the truth was they had a few 
hours left). Robert said openly that they need to give him [Tony] confidence. He also 
told Tony that soon the sun will shine on his tent wall and it will hopefully make him 
feel better.   

Socio-Materialization 
As consequence of Anna and Nima’s decision to continue, the first socio-
materialization to take place was discussing the options that were left. These were 
future aspects of yak transport if he was still alive. The tempus form of socio-
materialization becomes interesting, previous research as not explicitly spoke or 
treated socio-materialization as moving to future spaces in time (Cornelissen et al., 
2014; Orlikowski & Scott, 2008), although if circumstances could be understood as 
prospective, for example, potential future acts by someone blowing up a subway 
station would bear great consequences that induced emotions. Similar were seen that 
emotions were triggered as they spoke about Tony might be dead before they arrived 
at C3. Further, the notice of Tony’s breath and “need oxygen now”, Tom labeled as if 
Tony becoming scared which is a construct itself of detected emotion of someone 
else (Öhman et al., 2001). However, the only option left was sitting and talk to Tony 
over the radio to prevent him from falling asleep until someone shows up. The third 
Socio-materialization process was when Tony asked the name of the girl. First Robert 
pointed with his index finger outward and was verbally filled in with Dawa’s 
interpretation that he is losing his mind which is a sensegiving (Weick, 1993).    
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Emotions 
The decisions that were made by Anna and Nima thrust an elaboration over the 
plausible consequences. Robert show anger and frustration as discussions were 
evolving and thus future framing seemed to provoke emotions. He displayed it by 
shaking his legs in a restless manner. Robert worrying was seen as he noticed the 
heavy breathing and the words “need the oxygen” by Tony. So far Tony’s condition 
can’t be solved unless anyone voluntarily walks to him. Another embodiment is 
observed when Tom reflects on Tony’s voice as being scared, emotions according to 
Cornelissen et al. (2014) is contagious that Tom was feeling and interpret and also is 
shared with the others in the group, interestingly it was just an interpretation that may 
be constructed from previous circumstances. However, Maitlis and Christianson 
(2014) say it is a way of enabling to identify others emotions, which also could be 
discussed in terms of empathy and compassion from Tom’s concerns for Tony. 
Emotions that evolved were rather organized and oriented around giving Tony relief. 
As a collective idea to imply a confidence strategy was a socio-materialization that 
also meant in this scenario to be forced to tell a white lie which was tightly coupled to 
a sad emotion as Robert told it for Tony. 

Sensemaking and Framing of Reality 
The framing is a continuation from the last episode where it was stated that he was in 
a dying state if not treated and that it was a fight against time. However, options 
became fewer. In this episode, the knowledge that Anna and Nima decided to 
continue, a plausible future was a Yak transport, if he was still alive. The next 
framing was a worsening of his mental condition since he didn’t seem to remember 
Lisa’s name indicating a new state of his condition. This was framed both from 
Robert who used his index finger signaling a loss of mental capacity and how Dawa 
reinforced with his verbal interpretation as a sensegiving (Weick, 1993). The overall 
strategy became to keep him awake so he will not fall asleep as well encourage him 
to give him confidence since it was believed to be necessary from this point. What 
becomes interesting is the change of emotional character which rather was about 
compassion and empathy. Not only does emotions elevate cognition but cognitional 
framing seems to affect how we emotionally respond.    
 

Episode 5 “The end” 
Robert sits down to call Tony. Robert spoke in the radio “Camp three this is Robert”. 
The radio is in complete silence. Robert waits a bit and looks down to the radio which 
he holds next to his ear. He waits a bit before he say “Tony Tony this is Robert from 
base camp”. He waits for a few seconds, he looks down. He keeps on saying in the 
radio “Tony Tony this is Robert from base camp”. Robert starts to bite his lips as a 
sign of anxiousness, his head is still and he turns the radio a slight so he can hear. He 
repeats “Tony Tony Tony this is Robert from base camp Tony Tony”. The radio is 
silent. Robert waits for a bit and repeats Tony’s name three times. At this point 
Roberts face starts to turn slightly red and his eyes thicker as he bites his jaws 
together, his eyes starts to look around a slight. He says “base camp to camp three 
Tony Tony this is Robert do you copy”. In the background it is heard how 
Christopher take a deep breath saying “answer”. Robert say, “Tony Tony Tony” this 
is base camp calling from Robert”. Robert takes a breath and wait for a long time, the 
radio is in complete silence. Christopher say, “common answer”, Robert turns his 
face and clear his throat for a moment and seems disturbed that Tony doesn’t answer. 
Christopher say “answer”. ”Tony Tony Tony do you copy”, Robert’s eyes are a bit 
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more blank and his face red when he says with an even stronger voice “Tony Tony 
this is Robert from base camp, base camp to camp three base camp to camp three”. 
Robert blinks his eyes and bites his lips. He then says “wake up Tony Tony Tony 
Tony, Tony this is Robert from base camp... you are not allowed to sleep wake up 
this is Robert speaking”. He breath from his nose as a physical sign of distress and he 
clears his throat again. He then bends his head down and hide his face inside his 
jacket as emotions starts to appear by crying. Robert tries to hold his tears away, He 
tries to call again but he cannot, he stops for a bit. He shut his eyes as hard as he can 
to hold his emotions away. He says “Tony Tony this is Robert base camp”. 
Christopher gives a heavy breath as a sign of being affected by this, Robert gives up 
and says “I need to go and wake up Dawa”              
 

Socio-Materialization 
There is little socio-materialization through social interaction (Orlikowski & Scott, 
2008) in this episode. It was rather accomplished through emotions as a 
communicating dimension. What is interesting is Roberts own interpretation that 
Tony is actually sleeping by saying “wake up”, it is an interpretation of the result that 
Tony doesn’t answer that is presented. Since I argue emotions are itself a socio 
materialization I let the paragraph on emotions deal with both as a way to show the 
link between emotions and socio-materialization     

Emotions 
Like it is written above, in this episode the social interaction was tacit, it was rather 
linked to the communication by the displayed body and emotions. The 
communication was accomplished through Robert’s attempts of contacting Tony. The 
result of not answer brought tears and sorrow as they conclude that he wasn’t 
answering which suggested a plausibility that he was unconscious. Weick (1988)’s 
words on enactment is mostly centered around discursive nature but here emotions 
were a part of giving the episode structures. The only words that are spoken in-
between is indirect such as “common answer” by Christopher. Participants seem to 
automatically recognize what it meant in this section which supports the findings of 
Cornelissen et al. (2014) interpreting of other’s emotional state, in this case Robert’s 
understanding what it meant that he didn’t answer based on previous framing of Tony 
as dying. !

Sensemaking and Framing of Reality 
In this episode Tony was framed as dead or fallen asleep (coma) which was framed in 
episode three as something to be avoided. A logic that comes with sensemaking is 
that it is based on an assumption of the world that is based on previous events (Weick, 
1995). From episodes five Tony was framed as dying. The social construction was 
mostly presented though emotional and embodied interpretations through because 
little verbal interaction was observed between members. It suggest that emotions are 
itself social which was illustrated but not spoken of in Liu and Maitlis (2014) study of 
interactions during strategic meetings. This episode show entirely an interaction 
between members through Roberts attempts to reach Tony. It is framed through the 
enactment by the constant attempts to reach Tony who doesn’t answer. The verbal 
materialization that frames the episode is Robert’s saying “You are not allowed to 
sleep wake up” which is a demand based an assumption that he is now in a state of 
“coma” or even dead. The assumptions that he doesn’t answers brought emotions by 
crying which makes the situation real trough sorrow. A collective shared belief is 
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slightly heard by Christopher who says “common” and takes a deep breath in the 
background. It is seen how emotions slowly builds up as they discover he doesn’t 
answer.  
 

How the story ended 
Soon after as Robert was walking outside to tell Dawa about Tony not answer, Tony 
called telling that he missed the calls due to his packing. Tony then called telling that 
a Sherpa from below had reached him with mask and regulator. The team in ABC 
had in parallel been working on the case. Shortly after, Anna and Nima arrived from 
the summit telling that Tony looked fine and he was able to walk down to EBC on his 
own without support. Tony escaped without any damage or injury.  

Thinking Patterns and Thinking Bodies 
A discussion over the findings concerning the sensemaking outcomes would serve a 
way to answer how escalation occur. Bear in mind I seek to understand how it is 
accomplished and is thus spoken in those terms. I went along Gylfe et al. (2016) 
suggestion of patterning the events. It will be discussed in a qualitative manner by 
describe how participants experienced reality in order to answer how we escalate. By 
discuss reality construction it encompasses how escalation is possible. Escalation as I 
will argue occur in thinking patterns based on experiences from previous events, but 
it is also accomplished through our bodies, we think through our bodies since they are 
embedded in an environment what we believe as real that we sense, thus rationality 
(thought) and irrationally (emotions) follows along. Therefore, how previous events 
yield to the embodied experience. Tom expressed during an interview how he 
experienced the events as real or as a reality, it first suggests a subjective reality and 
second in terms of being experienced. Thus, it put the emphasize that reality must be 
experienced in order to make sense of, but it also raise the question how it is 
experienced and made sense of? 
 
Each episode is linked and they contain two stories, one story about a climber coming 
late down and the other how the same climber is struggling with HAPE. This is the 
reason why I decided to present the findings in a narrative way (Bryman & Bell, 
2015). The participants took an entry point from previous events which could be 
referred to the old cognitive scheme (Weick, 1995; Weick, Sutcliffe, & Obstfeld, 
2005). What is interesting is the embodiment that is highlighted in the findings, as we 
live through reality and try to understand it. I take each episode to illustrate these 
patterns. The first was the words of being nervous and the reaction by saying “fuck” 
three times. Both Robert and Tom sensed something was wrong that was a respond to 
ambiguity, it could be described that something was loosely in the air similar to 
Cunliffe and Coupland (2012) suggestion of atmosphere. Further, Christopher who 
“sensed” that the avalanche almost hit him was also only an experience not based on 
facts. These were experiences that followed along to episode two where worries 
became when Tony didn’t answer. An important link is Roberts pre-understanding 
(Whiteman & Cooper, 2011) that worries were motivated in this senses, Tony’s 
attempt brings great risks. Desmond (2006) conclude from his ethnographic research 
that we bodily appreciate and sense risk that challenge the rational thought of risk 
calculation. In episode two, emotions were instantly triggered as they discovered that 
Tony was still far away from safety and was not below C3 as planned. It was 
embodied communicated and manifested by Robert who was sitting on a chair and 
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gesticulated what he believed Tony state was. This could be connected to Liu and 
Maitlis (2014) study how emotions and embodiment influences in the social process, 
thus suggest emotions as inherently social. Episode three showed how strong reaction 
became about when all participants heard the heavy and gruesome coughs. The 
coughs were cues that were interpreted and recognized as HAPE symptoms and was 
later framed that he was dying, again it was bodily communicated through 
gesticulation of Tony’s condition having water in his lungs. Further embodiment was 
Tom’s interpretation of Tony as being scared that is based on an interpretation that 
was translated to an embodied dimension of compassion and empathy. As both 
Öhman et al. (2001) and Cornelissen et al. (2014) recognized, we seem to 
automatically interpret others expressions and translate it to a feeling. The strongest 
evidence that I put forward that connects thinking patterns and embodiment is the 
transition between episode four and five. From episode four anger and frustration was 
displayed over Anna and Nima’s decision of not turning around despite that Tony 
was dying, the strategy would be holding him awake until they show up. In episode 
five Tony doesn’t answer creating a belief that Tony had passed away making 
everyone cry. The emotions came about due to the believes from previous reality that 
he was dying and was now dead. To conclude first research question how we escalate 
it is answered how the outside environment is experienced and realized. From 
episode five (also the other four) reality came alive through emotions, but it is also 
communicated and manifested through embodiment both illustrative (gesticulation 
and verbalization) and interpretive (cognitive and thinking bodies) that gives and 
holistic realization of what is going on. Thinking bodies is a term that encompasses 
more channels in our interpretations and sensemaking. Emotions from the first 
answer suggest two things, first emotions as inherently social and second, 
intrinsically connected to our cognitive scheme that I will elaborate in upcoming 
discussion. By explore the link between embodied sensemaking and how reality is 
framed would explain why we escalate.         
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Discussion 
I will in this section conceptualize the interplay between emotion and socio-
materialization as a way to answer my second research question why do we escalate? 
I want to remind that Socio-materialization could be translated as: the process of 
framing reality through cues we pick up from our surrounding. I regard the nature of 
the second research question as explanatory how escalation is accomplished. 
Regarding my philosophical point of view of construction, understanding how we 
escalate is as opposed to how events escalate, I search the mechanism and the 
interplay that accomplish such construction. Since the epiphenomenal treatment of 
emotions (Loewenstein, Weber, Hsee, & Welch, 2001) it has created recent calls in 
academia to integrate into the theorizing (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014; Maitlis, 
Vogus, & Lawrence, 2013). So far the relation between embodiment and framing has 
been investigated by Cornelissen et al. (2014) who showed how it was communicated 
and influencing the way of thinking and interpreting the world. With an embodied 
dimension integrated, I will untangle the link between embodiment and the reality 
framing that capsulate how escalation occur. I will introduce a model what I call Hot 
cognition loops that cross between the objective and subjective fields of reality 
(Ritchie, 1982). Objective reality is what is out there and the subjective is the 
construction of it through socio-materialization (Orlikowski & Scott, 2008) and 
enactment (Tierney, 1987; Weick, 1988). The quotation by Tom describes his 
emotional sensation how the events where experience as utterly “true” and “real” 
which is the central core to investigate how such state is accomplished. 
 

“now there is a slight panic inside the tent I would say among us all. Everyone are 
pretty stressed over the situation and it is kind of something I never experienced 

before, yes, the most realistic or reality I ever experienced in my whole life”  
[Interview with ”Tom” 2017-03-18]    

Conceptualization of Hot Cognition Loops 
First, the term “hot” represents the emphasize to synthesize emotions (Smith, Haynes, 
Lazarus, & Pope, 1993) and embodiment (Liu & Maitlis, 2014; Maitlis & 
Christianson, 2014) in the cognition process (Gylfe et al., 2016). The reality is 
discussed as amplified through the embodiment that enriches the perception of reality 
(Cornelissen et al., 2014). From previous studies (Cornelissen et al., 2014; Weick, 
1993), it almost becomes evident that we tend to think from previous events that I 
will illustrate from previous findings in the present case, how historic frames 
becomes a lens to upcoming events. The mechanisms behind the patterns will explain 
why we escalate. Escalation takes continues entry points as events unfold and events 
are dependent on each other. I will put forward three suggested features that are 
tightly and logically connected to each other during cognition that can explain why 
we escalate. These are Cognitive fabrication, Emotions and ultimately how intimately 
emotions and interpretations are connected to the cognitive fabric. I will then explain 
the connection between them by placing them in a loop that illustrates how the 
different parts interact 

Cognitive Fabrication 
 The first part solely concerns the nature of the cognitive frame. The entry point is the 
link between cognition (Maitlis & Sonenshein, 2010) and reality (Ritchie, 1982). The 
cognitive frames represent a set of labels and understanding of the world we live in 
(Cornelissen et al., 2014). The logic is, our existing frames represents our subjective 
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experience of the world. Since it is something on-going the first process is labeled as 
a cognitive fabrication. From Cornelissen et al. (2014)’s study, it could be first 
suggested that cognitive frames are unstable and can be easily re-arranged as events 
unfold.  As new events unfold, cognitive frames are not static but are continuously 
fabricated that takes place in a social reproduction circle of socio-materialization 
(Orlikowski & Scott, 2008). For instance, 10 o’clock framing is itself a re-modeling 
of the cognitive frame conducted by a group of individuals (Weick, 1993)  
 
Empirical evidence reveals when Robert rearranged from what Tony said “lost my 
headlamp” to “lost headlamp, food and water” it ultimately re-framed that Tony was 
“sitting down somewhere without energy”. Robert’s gesticulation from episode two 
indicated that Tony was sitting down that embodied the collective assumption about 
Tony’s state as possibly sitting down, exhausted and was in need of help. Since 
emotions can be transferred person-to-person through communication emotions are 
spoken as contagious by Cornelissen et al. (2014). Further examples are from episode 
three when Robert suggest “he cannot move”. Other events are the pointing to the 
chest indication water in lungs that was later collectively framed as Tony said he was 
dying. It resulted in a condition that he needed an emergency rescue if he still was 
alive in episode four. The framing became that it was a race against time. This later 
became a strong reality when he didn’t answer that made everyone break out in 
emotions and physical tears since he was believed to be dead in episode five. All of 
these are results from a reciprocal nature of sensemaking and sensegiving (Weick, 
1993) as socio-materialization takes place. 

Emotions as a Trigger, Shaper and Color Grader 
The first suggestion argues that the cognitive frame rather consists of a fabrication 
due to its reciprocal nature. My first argument has so far relied on a discursive nature 
of sensemaking. From a sensemaking perspective and the relation to emotions are 
spoken as ”emotion and sensemaking are often intimately and intricately connected” 
(Maitlis, Vogus, & Lawrence, 2013, p. 224). From a biological point of view which 
Weick also conceded is spoken as an automatic system designed to operate beyond 
our own voluntary will (Weick, 1995; Öhman et al., 2001), thus, an inevitable and 
intangible system that has been overlooked in research (Loewenstein, Weber, Hsee, 
& Welch, 2001). Cornelissen et al. (2014) contributed in their investigation to 
describe the emotional effect of an amplifier in our experience of reality. I will talk 
about two additional roles emotions have in the fabrication process to construct 
reality. First, how they trigger, second how it shape the cognitive fabric and acts as a 
color grader that provides its arrangement. First, emotions seem to take place in a 
short and recurrent period of time. As (Weick, 1995) suggest, emotions are one of the 
first things that appear when discovering something novel. It is also suggested to be 
an energizer (Rafaeli, Ravid, & Cheshin, 2009) thus trigger and motivates. From 
findings, there are emotional patterns that can be described as especially dominant 
during certain periods as something is discovered. For instance, during episode two, 
both when Tony announced he still was on the third step gave a frightening feeling 
that went through the body that indicate his situation as a serious event. At first there 
were more emotions displayed that later became the fuel to drastically respond by 
enact and call out it as an emergency to Anna by saying “yes yes[...]need to get now”. 
The second strong reaction from episode three is observed when Tony said he will 
not go out due to his condition that was labeled as “he cannot move” that stressed 
EBC team to turn the others down to him. The third is when he said he had water in 
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lungs with horrible coughs that in the end made the EBC team frame Tony as dying. 
In the time of ambiguity, emotions also enable us to fill in with information that is 
both seen in episode one and three, where Christopher sense the avalanche hit him 
and the interpretation of adding “should come down”.     
 
The second suggestion is based on the additional findings that showed that 
materialized cues that induced emotions are rather “sticky” that can easily be received 
and incorporated into our cognitive frame that softens our framing, that said emotions 
makes us more vulnerable and cognitive moldable since it gives reality a shape and 
color. This is found when Robert becomes affected by Christopher when he stressed 
his concerns for Anna and Nimas safety to eat and drink enough before they go for 
their summit push to find Tony that ultimately transformed Roberts understanding 
that Tony had “no energy”. Just being worried is mentioned throughout the episodes 
which are a feeling that never leaves the body. It suggests that emotions are 
determined by the framing, since the reality was framed it was also believed in. Thus, 
events upstream that was hitting the frame would determine a certain emotional 
reaction. The foremost evidence that suggest this of patterning and emotional 
escalation is when Tony was framed as dying in episode three and that he never 
answered in episode five that caused tears and cries among EBC members, the 
emotions was based on the fact that he was about to die. Some last words, emotions 
seem to elevate or make cognition to air lift as well allow us through our embodied 
experience to formulate the reality since we discover the world through our bodies. 
Emotions also deliver a mode that stays and evolves through out of the events. It 
could be explained as giving reality a “color”.  

The Intimate Connection Between Cognitive Fabrication and Interpretations 
The third and last suggestion that I put forward is the intimate connection between 
the cognitive fabric and the way we interpret the world, both cognitively and bodily. 
In consequence, we constantly re-frame and build up a new reality, this would be the 
last component of a loop. This would align what Weick suggest with enactment in a 
new world (fabric) and how it brings new cues to be interpreted “The term 
'enactment' is used to preserve the central point that when people act, they bring 
events and structures into existence and set them in motion” (Weick, 1988, p. 307).  I 
will, therefore, argue, hypothetically, depending on previous events and insights from 
them, upcoming events would be able to be interpreted in a broad variation. As a 
metaphor to describe the idea, it is like parallel universes or sliding doors. This is also 
seen from an embodied perspective how we embodied experience the world through 
the new fabric, this is seen in episode four where emotions are turned to compassion 
and empathy by interpreting the voice of Tony as being scared and confidence was a 
new strategy.  
 
Like described above, this is the last component of the loop and is the bottom-line, 
addresses how intimately interpretation processes (both rational and irrational) and 
cognitive scheme are connected. The updated cognitive frame that is available which 
is based on historical impression and experience will ultimately be the lens seen 
through when making sense of the world (Weick, 1995), we utilize from retrospective 
accounts. It ultimately lay a new foundation for new interpretation that reframes the 
cognitive schemes and it goes on like a spiral transforming reality. It also determines 
our embodied experience. However, we don’t enter the world empty, as suppose 
“tabula rasa”, there were an existing cognitive frame that identified the situation, 
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Robert in particular who is an experienced climber activated a protocol of “common 
knowledge” in the climbing sport that “these are nog good signs” that acted as a 
springboard for upcoming escalation similar to Cornelissen et al. (2014) who 
discussed how the activation of krato protocol influenced the police force. Tom who 
has read countless of books of mountaineering especially into thin air and was 
therefore not a novice. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3 Hot cognition loop 
 
To tie this together I shortly describe the model. By first look back on the different 
realities on page three where I argued for the subjective world as the central aspect 
which it is still dependent and linked to the objective world. It is our mind and 
perceptions that splits and distinguish these two worlds of reality which I use our 
cognition as the “split”. The squared circle on subjective area represents the loop in 
figure 2. We have an existing cognitive scheme (fabric) of the world that helps us to 
interpret the world. We discover something unknown and ambiguous that provoke an 
emotion or feeling, it puts attention and we start to interpret it, we make a plausible 
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understanding which gives it a new framing. We go out and socially materialize and 
enact it to discover new cues.   

Few Final Reflections 
The purpose of this paper was to link how embodied and cognitive processes is 
involved in reality framing and how it contributes to escalation. The purpose bears a 
curiosity how escalation is accomplished which refers to study the mechanisms 
explaining why escalation occur. I have put forward a conceptual suggestion why we 
escalate. I will now lift the findings a slight to provide with a more implementing 
discussion, both discuss the downsides to explain the “blind spots” that can occur and 
why we perhaps must escalate. I will first remind these are cognitions in its most 
extreme settings, following Bamberger and Pratt (2010 and Baran and Scott, (2010), 
depending on selected settings it gives a particular opportunity to highlight peculiar 
processes. Mountaineering expeditions are settings that can easily be a matter of life 
and death which makes it arguably suitable to understand mundane situations in 
firefighter, ER or police profession.  
 
Because our perceptions are independent of the frame it comes with down sides. 
Connecting to human “blind spots” (Cornelissen et al., 2014; Weick, 1993) findings 
show how created realities can strongly deviate from others perspectives, or what 
reality actually is, at least when recognize the lacking support that Tony was actually 
dying. Existing frames seem to discriminate other possibilities of capture and 
interpret cues, thus we become blind to see things different. The logical explanation 
to discrimination can be found how the concept describe how we re-arrange the 
cognitive frame and what it implies to our interpretations, both rational and irrational. 
Frames create shortcuts what we should believe. We are therefore heavily dependent 
on the frame at such degree it also induced emotions, for example when everyone 
cried because they believed Tony was dead.   
 
The up side on the other hand can be linked to survival instincts (Öhman et al., 2001) 
which can be described as a state with a strong desire for continuation. Our cognitive 
frames are observed to be designed as “soft” and fabricated in order to make swiftly 
actions that only make our understanding plausible (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014), 
but also enable to initiate impromptu teams in these vague and pressurized situations 
(Jacobsson & Hällgren, 2016). Discussing the level of embeddedness (Whiteman & 
Cooper, 2011), no one except Dawa had been participating in such crisis situation 
before and therefore didn’t know how to deal with it. The EBC team could be 
compared to an impromptu team where Jacobsson and Hällgren (2016) argue the 
experience of the crisis is determined by the level of practical and previous 
experience. In-order act instantly the framing needs to be swiftly re-arranged. From 
post event interviews the low level of crisis embeddedness and instant swift 
mechanisms can explain why the bars were raised at its highest point that ultimately 
framed as if Tony was dying. The concept underpins not what we understand but how 
we think. It is a fundamental leap from the traditional sensemaking how we make 
sense (Weick, 1995) to understand why we make sense in particular ways. An 
example is how Tony is framed as dying in episode three and later in episode five 
when he didn’t answer that induced the understanding and feeling that he was dead. 
That transition also illustrate how the framing also determines emotions of becoming 
sad since he was thought of being dead.  
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The construction of thinking patterns becomes especially valuable in professions like 
in the ER, police force or fireman to implement in their training program to eliminate 
tunnel vision or blind spot patterns (Cornelissen et al., 2014; Weick, 1993) by 
assessing why things interpret in particular ways. Major criticism across literature 
and fields show the absence of emotions and embodied cognition when understanding 
human behavior (Loewenstein, Weber, Hsee, & Welch, 2001; Maitlis, Vogus, & 
Lawrence, 2013). Studies on hot cognition have shown the important role of 
emotions that cannot be ignored. And they are shown important to understand how 
we re-structure our cognitive frame since that make cognition airborne, or referred as 
a trigger that intrinsically exists (Maitlis et al., 2013; Weick, 1995). Emotions from 
the Hot loop concept suggest an intrinsic connection between emotions and cognition 
and therefore emotions could be suggested as attaching us to what we experience 
(feel) as real.  “Hot” represents the embodied dimensions of cognition and how it 
influences our way of thinking that stands central to understand our “new” perception 
of the world. On one hand, sensemaking is purely cognitive, thus, how our mind 
works, but emotions as “contagious” meaning they add information that affects our 
why of revaluing our understanding (Cornelissen et al., 2014; Liu & Maitlis, 2014; 
Öhman et al., 2001). By tracing, the concept I suggest could be useful to explain and 
trace why we tend to see things so differently, especially in time pressurized situation 
and how it escalates. In more particular, the theory is a tool that can outline the 
thinking patterns that can help us to trace why we made certain decisions in a holistic 
way. 
 
I leave a last thought for future researcher to reflect about, in previous research with 
particular interest often speak about “re-framing”. From a micro perspective I would 
rather argue for “re-arrangement” which put the reality framing process to a lesser 
drastic level. As a learning from studying details, reality seem to evolve step-by-step 
like we a re-arranging an imaginary theater stage.  

Conclusion 
I have in this thesis first contributed with illustrate how and why we escalate as 
suppose describing how events escalate. A model was introduced to illustrate an idea 
how cognition was rather a fabrication through social interactions, thus a socially and 
emotionally constructed reality that necessarily doesn’t mean to be true. I also 
showed how emotions and embodied experiences was also constructed in a loop of 
realization. Here I suggest emotions as intrinsically connected to our cognitive frame. 
Therefore, it is leap away from the discursive nature of sensemaking (Weick, 1995). 
In summary I have contributed by elaborate the embodied layer in theorizing what 
has been a recent call in academia (Maitlis et al., 2013).   
 
The field between objective and subjective reality becomes indeed troublesome for 
humans (Fine, 2005), the question what is true and what should be believed becomes 
an issue, you may ask what is the source and grounds to my beliefs? However, these 
beliefs are swiftly cognitively constructed and are at the same time necessary to make 
instant decisions in order to survive, it becomes especially true when information is 
poor and ambiguous. Also, when the individual/group embeddedness is scare. 
However, they may also explain some down sides also. As Weick (1988) outline our 
interaction with reality as self-fulfilling prophecies that contains commitment and 
retrospective process and that it is socially shared. These self-fulfilling realizations 
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can be connected to what was investigated in present thesis, how we influence each 
other but also how emotion was created influencing our way of thinking. The 
realization can become dangerous especially in events of crisis where precision 
(objective) decisions may be required. Due to the nature of constant re-framing we 
run the risk to discriminate other possible realities and cues from the environment. 
Recent effort as labeled these as human blind spots (Cornelissen et al., 2014; Weick, 
1993). Thus, a group may run the risk of fall in a group thinking pattern which leads 
to an escalation in devastating direction. Both Stockwell shooting and the “10 o’clock 
framing” from Mann gulch are both cases that almost show identical behavior that 
leads to casualties.  
 
When it comes to emotions they play an important role how we frame reality, they 
have substantial affect how we cognitively reframe and interpret upcoming situations 
since we are primed from previous experience. Emotions are important because they 
tend to fill in information gaps since we use our bodies to gather information through 
feelings. This is important when arguing why emotions and embodiment are 
important in theorizing, first we experience through our bodies, second, the 
embodiment is intrinsically linked to the framing, it both shapes and is being shaped 
by the fabrication. Insights from this paper points out to both question what we 
believe as real, at the same time also trust the gut. Therefore, these are research areas 
filled with paradoxes and contradictions that should be further explored. 

 

Methodological Reflection, Future Research and Implication 
 

Since my interest laid within embodied cognition (Gylfe et al., 2016) video material 
was a relevant data to be analyzed except for the interviews. Video material has 
become more and more popular in social science but they are complicated to analyze 
(Dicks et al., 2006; Gylfe et al., 2016). They are complicated because they give 
extensive amount of information. Interactions occur in very high speed and needs to 
be revisit many times to capture the full content. My method has been through 
writing the video clips into field notes, clip by clip, and then code them. Such method 
has given me the opportunity to transform motions into text that can be later coded in 
a grounded theory fashion (Charmaz, 2006). I suggest to replicate such method for 
further evaluation and development of analysis strategies on video material.  
 
My first methodological suggestion is based on my own involvement as an actor 
during the events. The results in thesis rest solely on my own interpretations that can 
be biased by my preunderstanding as a climber and my active role in this particular 
case. To reach a saturation and a higher level of reflection of the findings from the 
video material I suggest that fellow researchers of the research group repeats the 
analysis.   
 
Except encouraging more qualitative investigation to understand the sensemaking 
process it should be noted that the literature content of this thesis is inspired from 
psychology streams, and therefore it could be worth conducting experimental studies 
like Öhman et al. (2001). It could help understand and identify latent mental 
processes in conjunction of the embodiment that may be in the sensemaking process. 
It connects to a quantitative method that I also invite in the pursue to understand 
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reality framing. An experimental setting would serve two things, one that investigates 
in more isolation that in second become a suitable tool for a professional training 
program. The setting requires a few characteristics, first, the case must be clear and 
understood from a protocol. In a mountaineering case a common understanding that 
HAPE is a deadly condition if not treated with oxygen that activates certain 
professional “protocols”. Second, it should be time pressurized and contain 
circumstances that justify acting heavily upon. Third, vague cues and information 
must be given during the experiment that must be made sense of in order to activate a 
sensmaking process. Four, it would be fruitful to involve a team constellation since 
we tend to influence each other and observe the collective framing. These 
experiments would be suitable to be designed to specific professions like in police 
force, ER or fireman. The concept would be a suitable assessment tool to trace 
decisions and thinking patterns that can better train the practitioners to avoid ”blind 
spots” and “tunnel vision” states.    
 
Based on the repository of crisis literature I also encourage to study small (less 
extraordinary) events that may have a good and/or poor outcome and learn from them. 
I can also recommend to re-visit old examples (Compare Cornelissen et al., 2014; 
Tempest, Starkey, & Ennew, 2007; Weick, 1988, 1993) and change perspective to see 
how they in their process of bracket cues and actions were directed to survival, and 
not explain what went wrong. The theory I introduce is in heavy need for testing and 
exploration, it is only in its conceptualized state and thus I invite for future 
exploration and development of the idea. 
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